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CHAP.rER I 
INI'RODUOTION 
PURPOSE 0"1 STUDY 
------
The purpose ot this study is to determine the nature ot the 
classifications and qualifications necessary tor leadership 
positions in recreation in those states which have established 
specific classitications and requirements through their State 
Personnel Boards, Merit System Councils, or State Civil Service 
Commissions. 
SCOPE OF STODY 
This study has been conducted on a national basis. Each ot 
the torty-eight State agencies which are concerned with the estab-
lishing ot classifications and qualifications tor the various types 
ot positions within their state personnel organization was con-
tacted tor the desired information. These agencies have cooperated 
with the writer in helping to present a picture ot the situation 
as it exists today. 
J1J3TIFICATION OF '1m: STUDY 
The importance ot recreation in the United States today 1s due 
to a number ot tactors, chiet ot which is the great increase in 
leisure time. Never before in the history ot the world has there 
been a period in which leisure has been so widespread as at the 
present time. 
In our modern society where recreation is looked upon as a 
necessary part of lite, it is hard to believe that only a genera-
tion ago this activity was little emphasized and was frowned upon 
as a waste of time and energy. 
~cording to Neumeyer1 , the place which recreation occupies 
in modern lite can neither be understood nor appreciated without 
a consideration ot the tar-reaching significance ot leisure. The 
sudden extension of leisure taking place within the last decade 
is the main reason for the new demand for recreation, just as the 
chief factor responsible for the increase of leisure is the machine 
and its products, such as industrialization, urbanization, mobility, 
and the changing standards of living. 
Dr. Clarence E. Bainwate~ has stated that nine essential 
transitions have taken plaoe in the recreation movement since its 
beginning: 
( 1) from provisions tor little children to that for all ages 
of people; 
(2) tram facilities operated during the summer only to those 
maintained throughout the year; 
(3) trom outdoor equ1pnent and activities only to both outdoor 
and indoor facilities and events; 
1 
Martin Neumeyer, Leisure and Reoreation, A. s. Barnes and 
Company, New York, 1936, P• 5 
2 
Clarence Rainwater, The Play Movement in the United States, 
The University of Ch1oago Press, 1922, p. 192 
2 
~ 
1---- - ( 4 ) from congestea urban districts to oath urban and rural 
communities; 
(5) from philanthropic to community support and control; 
(6) from "free" play and miscellaneous events to "directed" 
play with organized activities and correlated 
schedules; 
(7) from a simple to a complex field of activities including 
manual, physical, aesthetic, social, and civic projects; 
(8) from the provision of facilities to the definition of 
standards for the use of leisure time; 
(9) from "individual" interests to "group" and community 
t . •t• 1 ac 1v1 1es • 
The fact that the people have to be educated to enjoy good 
wholesome recreation, or other leisure-time pursuits has been 
2 pointed out by Roberts in the followin comment: 
The process of Education is that of developing the 
faculties we possess to give us increased capacity for 
enjoyment and usefulness, and of gaining instructions 
to enable us to direct our ~fforts more effectively to 
the purpose we have in view • 
1 Ibid., p. 192 
2--
George E. Roberts, Education and Industry, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1923, p. 44 
3 
Ibid., P• 44 
3 
The fact that leisure is here to stay cannot be denied. 
~oseph Lee1 , former president of the National Recreation Associa-
tion and a pioneer recreation leader of America, states that: 
leisure for everybody, a condition that we in America 
are now approaching, is a new thing under the sun--the 
most revolutionary thing that ever hapuened. It means the 
coming of somethin~ unhea~d of in all history--the opportun-
ity for every man to live • 
The problem today is one of how to utilize leisure time more 
wisely, rather than how to obtain leisure time. WhAt peonle do 
in their spare time is more important than what they do when they 
are at work. 
Burns3 says: 
Civilization may depend for its roots upon the way in 
which work is done; but
4
it depends for its finest flower 
upon the use of leisure • 
The average person has not been educated to make use of his 
leisure time to the best advantage. Few people are capable of 
making the most of their leisure time which adds many opportunities 
for the enrichment of life and improving the social order. 
The task is one of education for recreation. 
1 
"Leisure," Recreation, XXSf (May, 1931) p. 57 
2 
Ibid., p. 57 
3 
Burns, c. D., "Leisure in Modern Society," The Century 
Company, New York, 1932, p. 240 
4 
Ibid., p. 240 
Recreation has assumed a position of prominence in our modern 
life. Many agenc ies, public and private, are providing recreation 
programs which reauire trained, experienced, competent leaders in 
order that the recreation pror,ram may be carried on successfully . 
PROBLEM OF LEADERSHIP 
Authorities are agreed th~t the chief need in recreation is 
that of competent leadership. 
Butler1 makes the following statement : "Leadership , more than 
areas and facilities , act i vities and programs-- i~uortant as they are--
determines the success of a recreA.tion service2 ." 
Mason and Mi tchell3 state that : '"J.lhe le11der is a symbol--he 
4 stands 1'or somethinf' that tho follower needs and wants • 
"Aleader is a person who exerts suecial influence over a number 
of peo;:Jle , 11 s.<=Jys Bogardus5 . 
1 
Geor{"'e D. Butler , Introduction to Community Recreation , McGraw-
Hill Book Company , Inc., New York , 1949, p . 77 
2 
Ibid., p . 77 
3 
Bernard s . Mason and Elmer D. Mitchell , Theory of Play , A. s . 
Barnes a1d Company, New York, 1934, p . 522 
4 
Ibid • , p • 522 
5 
Emory s . Bogardus , Leaders and Leadership, The Century Company 
New York , 1934, p . 7 
5 
On leadership, Neumeyer1 says the following: 
Leadership is a social process, involving a number of 
persons in social contact in which one ersonality dominAtes 
or influences others. Recreation leadershiP is important 
because the relationshiPs between the leader and the followers 
are s n intimate and oft~n the responses are spontaneous~ 
Neumeyer3 further states that: 
Leadership is something more than mere instruction. It 
means guidance in the selection of recreation activities, 
stimulating people to become interested in those forms of 
leisure pursuits which are most beneficial, and looking into 
the individual's personal problems with reference to his capaci-
ties and shortcomings. Native abilities must be discovered 
and cultivated; shortcomings must be overcome4. 
It would seem from the above statement that the recreation 
leade1s' most important task is to help people to develop well-
rounded personalities. 
Howard Braucher5 , president of the National Recreation Associa-
tion, makes the following statements: 
The number of men really aualified to find supreme happi-
ness and rewarding service in the recreation movement is not 
large. It is much easier to teach, to preach, to write, to 
build bridees and skyscrapers. The quality of leadership 
possessed by the best recreation workers is found in only a 
limited number of each million born. For these few the 
rewards are very great . 
1Neumeyer, op. 
2 
Ibid., p. 364 
3 
Neumeyer, op. 
4 
Ibid., p. 365 
5 
cit., p. 364 
cit., p. 365 
Howard Braucher, "Reasons for not becoming a Recreation Leader," 
Recreation, October, 1936 
6 
Until we care enough for the art of living and the art 
of playing to discover, develop, educate the individual 
youngsters who have the natural gifts for recreation leader-
ship, it will be necessary to call upon many to serve in the 
recreation profession who are much better aualified for 
other work , who would find greater satisfaction elsewhere. 
The recreation field is the place for men who want to 
live and to see everyone else live and who have satisfaction 
in forgetting all about therr selves i n the common life, about 
them, to which they give themselves completelyl. 
There are certain personal qualifications that are considered 
desirable in any individual serving as a recreation leader. One of 
the most critical analysis of such requirements is the one made by 
a committee of recreation executives in a report entitled "Recreation 
Leadership Standards2." The following is from this publication: 
1. Social attitude 
a. Sense of the worth and dignity of every human being 
and desire to serve. 
b. Understanding of people; comprehending their inter-
ests, needs, and aspirations. 
c. Personal realization of the art of living. 
d. A sense of humor. 
2. Creative attitude 
1 
a. Interest in the growth and development of individuals. 
b. A desire to stimulate the creative impulses in others--
initiative, freedom of expression, and productive 
energy and enthusiasm. 
Ibid., 
2--
Recreation Leadership Standards: Standards of Training 
Experience, and Compensation in Community Recreation, National 
Recreation Association, New York, 1948 
7 
1 B 
3. Scientific attitude 
a. Understanding of the scientific method. 
b. Hospitality to different points of view and diverse 
personalities. 
c. Keen interest in research, experimentation, and human 
engineering. 
4. Capacity and zest for learning 
a. An understanding mind. 
b. The ability to think, i.e., skill in analyzing and 
in selecting the significant and in making concepts 
which will serve human purposes. 
c. Insatiable curiosity, especially with reference 
to discovery and solution of social problems. 
5. Ability to lead democratically 
a. Belief and enthusiasm for self-government, for 
democracy in recreation. 
b. Understanding of cooperative, democratic recreation 
procedure as distinguished from arbitrary control. 
c. Skill in the techniques of group discussion and 
group determination of policies. 
d. Character and personality (not the dominating type). 
e. Organizing ability. 
f. Productive energy. 
6. ~echnical skill 
1 
Ibid. 
a. Skill in the particular field in which the recrea-
b. 
tion worker is going to lead. 
1 Ability to get along with people • 
)~ 
I 
,, 
I· 
1 
Howard Braucher makes the following comments about the 
recreation worker: 
The recreation worker respects the individuality of each person 
coming to the recreation center and does not try to do anything to 
or for such person that he would not want done to himself. 
Tries to help each child and each person to find a chance to 
do what he himself will recognize as meething his individual need. 
Always keeps in mind the desire of people to ·see and enjoy 
beauty. 
Remember that people want a chance to be helpful to others, to 
give volunteer service--not only in the center but out in the 
nelighborhood itself. 
Tries to have the spirit that pervades the playground, the 
recreation center, the spirit he would like to see pervade the whole 
world. 
Makes sure each child and each person has a chance to initiate 
activities, to work together with others in solving the problems 
that arise, to help make the recreation center truly a place where 
cooperation prevails. 
Remembers the satisfaction he himself has in acquiring and per-
fecting skill in doing a few things well. 
1 
Howard Braucher, Personal Standards in Recreation Leadership, 
National Recreation Association, New York, 1949, p. 47 
9 
j: 
Gives opportunity for continuous growth and development--the 
1 
recreation center above all else is a place for happy growth • 
Personal interest of the vrriter as a former director of 
recreation was instrumental in the selection of this problem. 
It is hoped that this study, which to my knowledge, has not been 
done before, may serve as a guide t o those persons who play to seek 
employment in the recreation field. It is intended to serve as an 
aid in determining the current educational requirements and neces-
sary qualifications for leadership positions in recreation, as 
stated by the State agencies which are concerned with establishing 
classifications and qualifications for positions within their individ-
ual states. 
1 
Ibid., p. 47 
1 0 
CHAPI'ER II 
THE PROCEDURE 
The information needed in this study could be obtained only 
by contacting each State agency which is concerned with establishing 
classifications and qualifications and controls appointment or 
examination for the various types of recreation positions that come 
under state supervision. 
Because of the geographical area involved the interview method 
could not be used. The writer decided that a letter1 stating the 
problem and its purpose was the most practical way of obtaining 
the desired information. 
The writer sent out forty-eight letters. It was anticipated 
that if the various state agencies failed to send a letter of reply, 
that one or more follow-up letters would have to be sent by the 
writer. This was the case in several instances. Two states failed 
to respond to the follow-up letters. 
Table 12 shows the number of letters sent, number of replies, :1 
I 
and percentage of replies. 
l 
See Appendix, p. 130 
2 
Table 1, p. 12 
I 
I 
TABLE I 
Letters sent to, and returned, by the individual State agencies and 
the percentage of replies. 
Number of Letters Sent 
Numb~r of Replies 
Percentage of Replies 
48 
46 
96% 
'I 
13 
CHAPI'ER I II 
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 
The information presented on the following pages was taken 
from the letters of reply and from the pages of specimen copies of 
classifications and qualifications for recreation positions that 
the writer received from the various types of state agencies1 which 
establish classifications and qualifications and control ap!)ointment 
or examination for the various types of ositions that come under 
state service. 
The states are considered in alphabetical order and the status 
of the individual states are divided into the following catep,ories, 
namely: 
1. States in which classi1·ications and qualifications have 
been established for leadership positions in recreation. 
2. States in which there have not been any classifications 
and qualifications established for leadership positions 
in recreation. 
3. States in which classifications and qualifications for 
leadership positions in recreation are now in the process 
of being established. 
I 
I 
I 
1 
'l'able 3, p. 16 I 
II 
I 
I' 
4. States in which it was difficult to determine whether or 
not there are classifications and qualifications established 
for leadership positions in recreation. 
1 For convenience in reference, Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7, ~ive r eports 
of the findings on each of the categories. 
' he writer has attempted to keep the classification of informa-
tion constant for all states herever uossible. 
1 
Pp . 19, 20 , 21, 22 
14 
15 
-- ----==-----=*=~--
TABLE 2 
This table shows the nwnber of states vlhich have classi fi cations 
and re~uirements for leadership positions in recreation, the number 
of sta tes not h::~vinp classifications ancl requirements , the number 
of states in which classii'ications and reouirements are now in the 
process of being established , and L.lJ.e nerceJ.:t<>re of eac~1 caterory . 
-------------------
States hnvi!lF, classifications and 
re quirements 
States not having classi.,:-·ications 
and reauirements 
States in which classL·ications 
and re~uirements are now in the 
process of beiDP, establi shed 
States that did not respond to the 
inquiry 
TOTAL 
Number 
of 
States 
19 
23 
4 
·2 
48 
Perc ntage 
of 
Stntes 
40 ~0 
4% 
100 % 
TABLE 3 
The types of' agencies ·which establish classifications and qualifica-
tions and control appointment or examination for the various type s 
of positions that come under state agencies. 
STATE 
Alabama 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
t;olorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 
Georgia 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisana 
Maine 
l aryland 
TYPE OF AGENCY 
Department of Personnel 
J, eri t System Council 
Merit System Council 
State Personnel board 
State t;ivil Service t;ommission 
Department of Personnel 
epartment of Personnel 
Merit System Council 
Merit System Administration 
~erit System Council 
State Civil ervice Commission 
State Personnel Board 
Merit System Council 
Department of Civil Service 
Division of Personnel 
1erit System Council 
Department of Personnel 
Department of State mnployment 
and Registration 
16 
STATE 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
ississippi 
l.issouri 
ontana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
.New 1Iampshire 
ew Jersey 
.New Mexico 
en York 
North Carolina 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
II 
TABLE 3 
(continued) 
TYPE OF AGENCY 
~tate ~ivil 0ervice ~o~~ission 
Civil Service Department 
Civil Service Department 
No information received. 
~ersonnel Division 
Joint Merit System ~ouncil 
erit System Council 
State Merit Board 
Department of Personnel 
State Department of Civil Service 
Merit System Council 
State epartment of Civil Service 
Merit System ~auncil 
State ~ivil ~ervice ~ommission 
State Personnel Board 
State Civil Service ~ommission 
State Civil Service Commission 
State Department of Civil Service 
1 o inf"ormat ion received 
----------
17 
TABLE 3 
( cant inued) 
STATE TYPE OF AGENCY 
South Dakota Merit System Council 
Tennessee State Department of Conservation 
Texas Merit System Council 
Utah Merit System Council 
Vermont Merit System Council 
Virginia Merit System Council 
Vashi ngton State Personnel Board 
'Jest Virginia Merit System Council 
Wisconsin Bureau of Pers onnel 
\Wyoming }erit Syst em Council 
TABLE 4 
States in which classi l' ications and quali f ications have been 
established f or leadershi p positions in recreation . 
l . rizona ll . Minnesota 
2. California 12 . Missouri 
3. <..:olorado 13 . New Jersey 
4. Connecticut lL~ . lew York 
5. Georgia 15 . Oregon 
6 . Illinois 16 . Rhode Island 
?. Indiana 17 . Vermont 
s. aryland 18 . Virginia 
9 . Massachusetts 19 . Wisconsin 
10 . Michigan 
19 
II 
I 
20 
'l'ABI..E 5 
I 
States in which classilications and qualifications have not been 
established for lead .. :-rship positions i n recreation. 
1 . Alabama 13 . New Hampshire 
2 . Akansas 14. ev.r Mexico 
3. Delaware 15 . North Dakota 
4 . Ylorida 16 . Oklahoma 
5. Idaho 17 . Pennsylvania 
6 . Iowa 18. South Dakota 
7 . Kentucky 19 . 'l'exas 
o. Louisiana 20 . Utah 
9 . Maine 21. Jashington 
10 . Montana 22 . 1iest Virginia 
11 . Nebraska 23 . Jyoming 
12 . Nevada 
TABLE 6 
States in which classif icati ons and qua lifications for leadership 
positions in recreation are now in the process of being established . 
1 • .JS..ansas 
2 • .North <.;arolina 
3. Ohio 
4 . 'ennessee 
21 
I. 
I' 
'l'ABLE 7 
States in which it could not be determined whether or not there a re 
classifications and qualifications established f or leadership 
positions in recreation. 
1 . Mississippi (See p . 80) 
2 . South Carolina (See p . lOd) 
23 
====#-=--- -
A letter from Mr. J . s . ]~azer , Deputy ~ersonnel Director , State of 
Alabama Personnel Departlllent : 
"We do not have any positions in the state service that 1vould 
come under recreation . " 
~~- ---=---
1 
I 
========-========================---~~------
ARIZONA 
A lett er from l:.ilpha ..l!"uller , Merit System Supervisor, 
State of Arizona: 
"~e are sendi ng you a classi r ication and speci ri cations 
f or a recreat ion posit ion that vve have in our personnel systeJ:t." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATIONAL TBERAPIS'l' 
lJEl([l\il'l'IOI'-l: 
Under i mmedi at e supervis ion t o g ive recreational ther apy 
to patients c ared f or by a public agency; and to perform r elated 
work as ass i gned . 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
'l'o plan skilled recreat iona l therapy programs; 
'l'o work with physical therapists , medical soci a l workers 
and nurses in planning activities t o meet the total needs 
of patients ; 
'l'o assist in staft development programs ; 
To plan and direct volunteers in recreat iona l therapy 
activities ; 
'l'o order s upplies and equipment ne eded in a recreat iona l 
therapy program. 
I 
I 
J~ 
ARIZONA (continued) 
Minimum Requirements 
1. (a) Successful completion of two years college 
education at an accredited college or univer-
sity including courses in psychology, sociology 
or education, and one year of successful, full-
time paid experience in recreational \Wrk, in-
cludi~~ plaru1ing activities for groups; 
or 
(b) Substitutine: one additional year of college 
e ucation for six months only of required 
experience . 
2. t;onsiderable knmlledge oi' child psychology; consid-
erable knowledge of principles and practices of re-
creational therapy incluclirl€, ourpose1'ul activity 
o:r individuals and e;roups , principles of person-
ality development and methods of elping the child 
make adjustments within his physical capabilities . 
3. Ability to exerci s e good judgment ; to present facts, 
comments and opinions in an orderly and effective 
manner ; to work harmoniously with doctors , co-workers , 
cooperating agencies , parents and others; to possess 
a sense of humor ; to ma intain an atmosphere of cheer-
fulness ; to keep neat in personal appearance and to 
dress appropriately . 
2 
ARKANSAS 
A letter from the office of Mrs. Shirley D. Greenfield, 
ersonal Assistant, Arkansas llerit System Council: 
"Ref'erence is made t o your l etter of March 20 , 1950 and 
this is to advise that we do not have any positions relating to 
leadership in recreation within our state personnel organization." 
CALIFORNIA 
letter from Mr . enneth Hyers , Chief , Classification 
Division, California Stat e ersonnel Boar d : 
"In reply to your letter of :F'ebruary 15, 1950, enclosed 
is a spec i fication for the class of Recreation Specialist . " 
GLASS 'I CATIO l&GREATIO Sl-'ECll-iLIST 
Uncer general d irection , to advise and cooperate with the 
political subdivisions of the St ate and c ommunity and private 
agencies in the development and coordination of recreation ser-
vices ; and to do other Hork as required . 
r1'YPICAL TASKS : 
Counsels with officials of public and private organize-
tiona and interested groups concerning community recreation and 
leisure- time activities , and as s ist them in the promotion of re-
creation servi ces , including camping and privately sponsored 
programs ; conducts studies of l ocal condit i ons and n : eds f or re-
creation services and group programs in the political subdivi-
sions of the State ; assists with the recruitment and tra i ning of 
recreation personnel , and participates in leadership training 
f or r ecreation act i vities ; advises agency official s concerning 
the expenditures of public and private tunlls f or r ecreation, the 
preparation of' budgets , the keeping of financial records ; assists 
in establishing procedures i'or keepi ne; records of' recreational 
activities , services , personnel , and property ; counsel s with 
public and pri vate agencies and advises them 1'vith respect to the 
acquisition, design, and construction of' recreation facilities and 
areas ; maintains effective and cooperat ive r elationships vri th local 
agencies ; addresses professional , ci vic and lay groups on recrea-
tional subjects ; assists in the preparation of manuals , bulletins , 
and reviews on recreational problems and research ; dictates corres-
pondence and prepares reports . 
27 
CALIFORNIA (continued) 
MINIMUM QUALIFICA1'IONS : 
Experience: Four years of full - time paid responsibl e adminis-
trative or co sultative experience in co~~unity 
recreation. 
Education: 
and 
Equivalent to graduation i"rom college and one 
year of gr aduate work in recreation or related 
fields. (Additional aualifying experience may 
be substituted r or not more than three years 
of the required education on a year-for-year 
basis .) 
OWI.EDGE ~m ABILITIES : 
horough knowledge of' the principles and objectives of', and 
facilities required in compre ensive recreational programs , and of 
the methods oi" developing recreation programs in public and private 
agencies; thorough knowJ.cd.ge or the literature in the i'ield of re-
creation; \ide knowledge of the ~tate laws pertaining to recreation; 
\lide knowledge of the recreational programs of California political 
subdivisions and community agencies ; ability to advise upon the 
acquisition, d.esign, and. construction , and maint enance of recrea-
tional builuings , parks , recreation areas , and aquatic and other 
recreational facilities ; ability to establish and maintain harmon-
ious relationships with governmental and community officials and 
the public ; ability to develop special recreational programs adapted 
to the particular need.s of communities; ability to speak and -.1.rrite 
ef'fecti vely; ability to analyze situations accurately and to adopt 
an effect ive course of action ; possession of a valid California 
motor vehicle operator's license. 
ffiHSOHAL CHARACTEf<IS'l'lC..:~: 
Demonstrated administrative ability, willingness to travel 
throughout the State, initiative, integrity, resourcefulness, tact , 
good judgment, good health , ami freedom from disabling defects . 
28 
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CALD'OH.NlA ( continued.) 
The writer also received a publication of the State of' California 
Recreation Gonunission titled "Standards i'or Professionel Recreation 
l Personnel . " 
The writer Hill not attempt to present the contents of this publi-
cation but wtll summarize it with the i'ollovnnp, outline : 
PURPOSE: 
'l'o a id and encourage the develo:prnent of recreation facili-
ties and programs as a contribution to the gener al welfare of the 
people of' 1;he t~tate . ~1Tecti ve use and. establishment of standards 
recommended i'or personnel \.-ill enable recreation agenc ies t o im-
prove the quality of their services to people by : 
GO fl'ENTS : 
Recruiting qualified. personnel. 
Improving working conditions . 
lmproving per1'ormance on the job. 
'l'he importanc e of' recreation leadership . 
Hecommended standards based on an extensive survey r elating to: 
Classifications of 54 positions including job descriptions, 
examples of duties , quali f ications of educat ion and experience and 
distinguishing features . 
Twenty factors of employment practic e s uch as selection 
process , citizenship , determination of' personnel policies , merit 
systems, bas i s l'or promotion, service rat in~' , probationary period , 
sick leave , leave •rithout pay , vacation, holidays , ~se of contracts, 
layoff , dismissal procedures , c ompensation, expense a llowance , cleri-
cal service , retirement and insurance . 
1 
Standards f'or Professional Recreation Personnel , State of 
California Recreation Commission, 1950, Front and back covers . 
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CALIFORNIA (continued) 
In-service training programs . \1hat causes persons to 
"grow'' on the job':' 
;/hat programs are now in use? IIov·f is effect iveness of' 
tra ining programs measured'! 
<.;ooperative effort of over 1,000 recreation leaders , 500 
recreation ag.encies, over 50 members oi" the Galiforni a t;ommittee 
on Hecreation ~ersonnel , State o · t;alirornia ~ecreation uommis-
sion and ~~rsonnel Board. 
lNTERESTED AG.hl'l<.;.lliS : 
Supervisors , administrators , recreation commissioners 
and executives of county government. 
Councilmen, manqgers , recreation commissions, departments 
and executives of city government. 
Board members , superintendents , recreation executives of 
school districts. 
Executives and departments of State and Federal Gov' rn-
ment operating recreation facilities . 
Civil service jurisdictions and personnel officers . 
Managers of industrial firms and employee associations 
administering recreation facilities and programs . 
Departments of recreation and social work; placement 
officers and students of college s and universities. 
~vners and managers of commercial recreation enterprises . 
Special service and recreation officers of the armed 
forces . 
Employment agencies . 
I 
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CALIFORNIA (continued) 
USE 0:" STANDARDS: 
'l'o revise classifications and job descriptions. 
'l'o set up new positions. 
To improve selection procedures. 
To plan curricula for preparation of undergraduates 
and graduates . 
'l'o recruit qualified students I'or training. 
'l'o counsel young people in selection or· a vocation. 
'l'o organize in-service training programs. 
To supply resource material for conference and 
institutes on personnel. 
1 As a basis for further research. 
1 
Ibid 
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COLORADO 
letter from Mrs. Agnes A. Milhoen, Chief, Classification 
Division, State of Colorado State Civil Service Commission: 
"We are enclosing copies of Class Specifications for 
the recreation positions we have in the Colorado State service." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATIONAL DIRECTORI 
GENERAL STATE1~ OF DUTIES: Plans and dfrect ~ a recreational 
program of playground instruction, pre-school recreation, and 
arts and crafts for the children at the State home. 
SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under supervision of .Assistant 
Superintendent or Superintendent of the Home. 
SUPERVISION EXERCISED: Supervises children on recreational 
activities. 
EXAMPLES OF DilliES: 
Prepares and supervises the playground instruction and 
activities oi' the chil.dren in the Baby Room and pre-
school children • 
.Plans and directs the act i vities ot the g irls from seven to 
eleven years of age in a yariety of recreational and 
group activities . 
Gives individual instruction in arts and crafts activi-
ties . 
Requisitions and cares for recreational and play e quip-
ment. 
Performs related duties as assi ned. 
3-2 
COLORADO (continued) 
JliND4UM QUALIFICATIONS: 
Graduation from a standard senior high school plus one 
year of paid or unpaid full time experience as a re-
creational or group worker in a community center, play-
ground• club, church, or some organized group. 
REQUIRED KNOWI.EOOES, SKII.LS AND ABILITIES: 
Working knowledge of recreational techniques. arts and 
cratts. 
Working knowledge of program planning and the aims and 
methods of recreation and group work. 
Ability to plan and organize recreational activities of 
children. 
Ability to stimulate the interests of children in recrea-
tional activities. 
Ability to be firm with children and yet be patient • kind 
and eonsiderate toward them. 
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Pleasing personality. good health, and like children. 
Willingness to live in an institution. it required. 
CLASSIFICATION: BAND DIRECTOR 
GENERAL STATBMENl' OF DUTIES: Teaches the various band instrUDlents 
to the inmates of tlie Colorado State Penitentiary and organizes 
bands and orchestras to play tor the holidays and for special func-
tions at the State Penitentiary. 
SOFKRYISION RECEIVED: Works under general supervision of the Warden 
or Custodial Ofticer. 
SUPERVISION EXERCISED: Supervises the inmates assigned to him. 
COLORADO (continued) 
EXAMPlES OF DUriES: 
Teaches the various instruments to inmates who wish to 
learn musie. 
Organizes band and orchestra. 
Conducts band and orchestra rehearsals. 
Provides band and orchestra music tor holidays and 
special functions. 
Maintains a library ot band and orchestra music. 
Performs related duties as required. 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
Graduation trom a standard senior high school plus one 
year ot paid or unpaid full-time experience in direct-
ing a musical group or giving individual music lessons. 
REQUIRED KNOWTJi:OOF.S, SKILLS AND ABD.ri'IES: 
Thorough knowledge of band instruments and how to in-
struct beginners. 
Ability to play various band or orchestra instruments. 
Ability to organize, train and hold together groups of 
incarcerated persons. 
Ability to read an orchestral score. 
Ability to adjust to institutional programs and working 
conditions. 
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Be fandliar with literature of band music. 
Willingness to live in an institution if required. 
COLORADO (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION: COUNSELOR II 
GENERAL STA'l.'EMEN.l' OF DUTIES: Teaches persons committed to a 
state institution personal neatness, manners, and proper eti-
quette; supervises recreation and entertainment programs. 
EXAMPLE OF Dl1l'Y AT COLORADO SCHOOL FOR DEAF AND BLIND: 
In cooperation with the Recreational Director, plans and super-
vises recreational activities, including parties, games, hikes, 
and outdoor activities. Accompanies group to movies. 
MINIMUM QUALil'ICATIONS: 
Graduation trom a standard senior high school and two years 
paid or \Dlpaid experience in working with boys and girls in 
recognized clubs or groups or military experience in a gui-
dance capacity, or responsible custodial work in an institu-
tion, or experience as a homemaker. 
RmUIRED KNOWLEOOES, SKILlS AND ABILITIES: 
Working knowledge ot the motivation, interests, attitudes, and 
personal problems ot adolescent boys and girls. 
Working knowledge ot planning recreational activities and en-
tertainment tor age group to which assigned. 
Skill in directing group activities. 
Ability to gain and hold the contidence ot and to maintain an 
understanding attitude toward adolescents. 
Ability to promote leadership and build morale. 
Ability to understand, interpret, and adhere to general policies 
established by superiors. 
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Good health and treedom trom disabling physical and mental de-
tects. 
COLORADO (continued} 
CLASSIFICATION: C()UN3EL()R III 
GENERAL S'l'.ATEMENl' OF DUTIES: Directs recreational programs in a 
state institution;~evelops training programs in various fields; 
instructs. in personal health, habits, and etiquette; aDd promotes 
good leadership, sportsmanship and morale. 
SOPERVLSION RECEIVED: Works under general supervision of a 
SuperinteDdeut at the institution or school. 
SUPERVISION EXERCISED: Supervises tram thirty to fifty or more 
residents ot the school or institution; and may supervise 
Counselorii. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: 
Is responsible for the welfare and moral guidance, health, care, 
clothing, and personal cleanliness of a large group of residents 
in a state institution or school. 
Directs recreational programs; plans and supervises entertain-
ment activities; promotes leadership, good sportsmanship, and 
morale. 
Counsels and gives advice to individuals under supervision. 
Performs related duties as necessary. 
IIINIMOM Q.UALIFICATIONS: 
Graduation from a standard senior high school and three years 
paid or unpaid experience in working w1 th boys and girls in re-
cognized clubs or groups or military experience in a guidance 
capacity or responsible custodial work in an institution. 
OR 
Substitute one year of college education for one year of the re-
quired experience. 
COLORADO (continued) 
REQUIRED KNOWUIDGES, SKIU.S AND ABILITIES: 
Considerable knowledge of the motivation, interests, attitudes, 
and personal problems of adolescent boys and girls. 
Considerable knowledge of planning recreational activities and 
entertainment tor age group to which assigned. 
Skill in the direction of group activities, teaching, guidance, 
and counseling. 
Ability to inspire juveniles to seek self-improvement and to 
take pride in personal appearance and individual abilities. 
Ability to command the respect and gain the confidence of those 
under supervision. 
Ability to understand, interpret, and adhere to general policies 
established by superiors. 
Willingness to live in an institution, it required. 
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Good health and freedom from disabling physieal and mental de-
tects. 
CLASSIFICATION: COUNSELOR IV 
GENERAL STATEMENI' OF DUTIES: Counsels, directs, and disciplines 
juveniles in a state institution; directs large groupe in re-
creational activities, personal habits, and behaviour. 
SUH!:RVISION RECEIVED: Works under general supervision of a 
Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent of an institution, 
with some latitude for independent action and judgment. 
SuPERVISION EXER::ISED: Supervises a large group of residents 
or juveniles, and counselors of lower grades. 
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COLORADO (continued) 
EX.AMPLES OF DUTIES: 
Has responsible charge of juveniles, their discipline, guidance, 
and care; plans and supervises their work and play. 
Supervises playground activities, recreation room programs, and 
assists in training in the gym. 
Fills out and submits credit reports and history sheets and other 
reports as required. 
Performs related duties as necessary. 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
Graduation from a standard senior high school and four years 
paid or unpaid experience in working with boys and girls in re-
cognized clubs or groups or military experience in a guidance 
capacity or responsible custodial work in an institution. 
OR 
Substitute one year of college education for one year of the re-
quired experience with a maximum substitution of two years. 
REQUIRED KNOWLEOOES, SKILLS JWD ABILITIES: 
Considerable knowledge of modern principles and practices of coun-
seling as applied to delinquents. 
considerable knowledge of the motivation, interests, attitudes and 
personal problems of adolescent boys and girls. 
Skill in the direction of group activities, teaching, and gui-
dance. 
Ability to analyze problems, to note significant conditions and 
to take proper action. 
Ability to command the respect and gain the confidence of those 
persons under supervision. 
,I 
CQLORADO (continued) 
) 
Ability to understand, interpret, and adhere to general policies 
e~tablished by superiors. 
Ability to make accurate reports. 
Willingness to live in an institution, if required. 
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Good health and freedom from disabling physical and mental defects. 
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CONNECTICUT 
A letter trom Marion Lee, Chiet, Service Division, State 
Department of Personnel: 
8 As you requested in your letter ot February 19, 1950, 
we are enclosing two announcements, one open competitive, and 
one promotional, tor the only class we have in the recreation 
field." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION lEADER 
GENERAL STATEMENI' OF DUTIES: Supervises the recreational acti vi-
ties at a State institution; does related work as required. 
SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of a Clinical 
Director, Chief Occupational Therapist or other superior who 
reviews work for conformance w1 th policy. 
EXAMPLES OF DUriFS: Plans, directs, and supervises the recrea-
tional activities of the inmates, including such activities as 
calisthenics, organized games, marches, folk dances, card games, 
community and group singing, pageants, dramatics, hikes, picnics, 
and athletic contests: may lecture to attendants on recreational 
therapy. 
14INIMUM Q.UALIFICATIO!'S: 
KNOWLEDGE, SKilL~ ABILITY: Knowledge ot the principles of re-
creation work and skill in such work; ability to deal with people; 
teaching ability• 
EXPERIENCE AND TRAINllG: ~ot less than two (2) years of employ-
ment in recreational work; OR specialized training in physical 
education such as is required for eligibility to teach physical 
education in a secondary school or college; OR an equivalent com-
bination of experience and training. 
0 
CONNECTicur ( continued) 
RESIDEWE AND CITIZEN3lfiP: canc11<1ates must be citizens ot the 
United Sta~ and must prove residence in the State ot Connecticut 
for at least one (1) year immediately prior to filing application. 
All foreign born candidates will be required to submit evidence 
ot citizenship; naturalization papers should be submitted with the 
application. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION LEADER FOR LOID LANE SCHOOL 
GENERAL STATEMENI' OF DUTIES: Supervises the recreational activities 
at Long Lane Schoo:l; does related work as required. 
MIND4UI4 Q.UALD'ICATION3: 
KNOWLEDGE, SKILL AND ABILITY: Knowledge ot the principles aDi prac-
'tl:ces or recreation work and skill in such work; ability to deal 
with people; teaching ability. 
EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING: This promotional examination is open to 
any employeeot Long Lane School with permanent status and six (6) 
months' continuous State service at the time of tiling application 
who has had: 
not less than two (2) years' employment in recreation work; 
OR 
specialized training in physical education such as is required for 
eligibility to teach physical education in a secondary school or 
college; 
OR 
an equivalent canbination of experience and training. 
1 
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DELAWARE 
A letter trom Mr. George w. A'yars, State Director Health and 
Physical Education: 
"In reply to your letter of March 20, we have no certifi-
cation standards tor positions in recreation." 
FLORIDA 
A letter from Mr. Angus Laird, Supervisor, .Florida Merit System: 
"Replying to your letter ot February 19, please be advised 
that we do not have any recreational positions under the Florida 
State l4erit System and I do not know ot any in other State depart-
., menta." 
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GEORGIA 
A letter from Mr. Edwin L. SWain, Merit System Director for the 
State of Georgia: 
"I am enclosing ·the classes for the recreation positions we 
have in our state." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION DIRECTOR 
GENERAL NATURE OF WORK: Directs and is responsible for a compre-
hensive recreat~nar-program for patients and employees at a State 
neuropsychiatric hospital and supervises a group of subordinate 
recreational workers. Duties are performed under administrative 
direction. 
EXAMPI.F8 OF WORK: Plan a comprehensive program of sports, thea-
tricals, PBrties, dances, picnics, games and musical events for 
hsopital patients and employees, and supervises a group of subor-
dinate recreational workers engaged in the direction of such ac-
tivities. 
Determine needs of recreation services for such faeilities and 
equipment as playing fields, picnic areas, musical instruments, 
state settings, and athletic equipn.ent, and prepare requisitions, 
and arrange with the Director of Professional Services for their 
development or procurement; have responsibility for the storage 
and issure of equipment and the maintenance of records on its dis-
position. 
Arrange with motion picture distributing companies to obtain motion 
pictures, and schedule the showing of motion pictures to groups of 
patients. 
Plan, direct, and present stage plays and variety shows using pat-
ient talent. 
Contact local civic and welfare groups and encourage them to pre-
sent and participate in parties, plays and musical entertainments 
for patients. 
Maintain records of recreational activities and prepare and submit 
periodic reports. 
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GEORGIA (continued) 
NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE, SKIU.S, ~ ABILITIES: 
Thorough knowledge ot recreational, athletic, and group work prin-
ciples and techniques. Considerable knowledge ot abnormal behavior; 
and ot the attitudes and problems of mentally ill patients. Con-
siderable skill in athletics; and in the presentation ot enter-
tainment programs. Ability to interest groups in mentally ill 
patients in recreational activities; to plan and direct the work 
of subordinate recreational workers; to give groups skilled in-
struction in a variety of group athletic and recreational events; 
and to lead and secure condidenoe and cooperation tram groups. 
TRAINIW ~ .-EX-_.P.t!!R=~=E•: 
Graduation from a college or university ot recognized standing 
with specialization in physical education or recreational group 
work. 
AND 
Two years of full time, paid employment in recreation or physical 
education work in an institution, settlement, or similar organiza-
tion. 
CLASSIFICATION: MUSIC TECHNICIAN 
GENERAL NATURE OF WORK: Organizes, trains, and directs an orchestra 
or band made upo.fpatients at a State hospital. Duties are per-
formed under the general supervision of a Recreation Director. 
Conduct auditions of patients who have expressed an interest in 
becoming a member of the institution orchestra; select those pat-
ients who have demonstrated sufficient actual or potential talent 
in playing a musical instrument and organize selected group into 
an orchestra. 
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GEORGIA (continued) 
Conduct rehearsals to train the several sections of the orchestra. 
Furnish instructions on the methods and techniques of playing in-
struments to those members ot the orchestra who are not profi-
cient. 
Select and arrange the music to be played by the orchestra at 
concerts and other recreational events. 
Make minor repairs to and tune band instruments. 
Maintain a library of band and orchestra music. 
Direct orchestra during concerts and other recreational events 
for the entertainment of the patient population. 
NECESSARY KNOWI.EOOE, SKILLS, ~ ABILITIES: 
Considerable knowledge ot the principles and techniques ot music; 
ot musical instruments and their relative place in a band or 
orchestra; and ot orchestration for dance bands or orchestras. 
Skill in playing several musical instruments; in arranging music 
tor instruments in a dance band or orchestra; and in conducting a 
dance band or orchestra. Ability to organize, train, and hold 
groups together; to read orchestral scores; and to make minor re-
pairs to musical instruments. 
TRAINING AND EXPERIE!«:E: 
Graduation from an accredited senior high school. 
AND 
Five years of full time, paid employment playing one or more in-
struments in a band or orchestra, selecting music to be played, 
and arranging music for the several instruments in the band. 
ALTERNATIVES: 
Successfully completed academic years of study in a college or 
university of recognized standing with specialization in music 
GEOBJIA (continued) 
which shall have included courses in orchestra organization 
and direction and music arrangement tor bands and orchestras 
may be substituted, year tor year, for the required experience 
with a maximum substitution of :tour years. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATIONAL TECHNICIAN 
GENERAL NATURE ,2!.,!Q!!: Plans, develope and directs recrea-
tional activities :tor groups of' mentally ill patients at a 
State ho~pital. Duties are performed under the general super-
vision or a Recreation Director. 
Develop plans for recreational and athletic activities tor 
groups of mentally ill patients in one or more hospital build-
ings, taking into consideration type of patients included in 
groups and needs of groups for varied types of' entertainment. 
Organize parties, picnics, fishing trips, dances, musical events, 
plans, and related entertainments; arrange for necessary supplies 
and equipment to state events; escort groups to events; and en-
courage individuals to participate actively. 
Organize athletic events including sottball, basketball, volley 
ball, horseshoe pitching and shuffleboard, select groups ot 
patients to participate in such events, instruct patients in 
methods, techniques, and rules of "play, and supervise groups 
during play. 
Organize athletic teams, coach tem members in methods and 
techniques or play, and arrange with other teams to play com-
petitive matches. 
Conduct talent surveys and select patients who can take part 
in plays, variety shows and musical events. 
Plan plays, variety shows, and musical programs, direct the 
participants at rehearsals, and present events to groups of 
patients. 
GEORGIA (continued) 
NECESSARY KNOWI.ErGE, SKILLS, ~ ABILITIES: 
uonsiderable knowledge or recreational, athl.etic, and group work 
principles and techniques. Knowledge of abnormal behavior; and 
of the attitudes and problems of mentally ill patients. Consider-
able skill in athletics; and in the presentation of programs of 
entertainment. Ability to interest groups of mentally 111 pat-
ients in recreational activities; to give groups skilled in-
struction in a Vafiety of group athletic and recreational events; 
and to lead and secure confidence and cooperation from groups. 
TRAINING AND EXPmiEIDE: 
-
Two academic years of study in a college or university of re-
cognized standing with courses leading to specialization in 
physical education or group recreational work. 
AND 
Three years of full time, paid employment as a recreational or 
group worker in a community center, playground, institution, or 
w1 th an organized group such as ncA, Boy So outs, Church, or 
similar organization. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION SOPERVIS<ll 
GENERAL NATURE OF WORK: Develops and directs a recreation pro-
gram ~or the st\Kle~in a state training school. Duties are 
performed under the administrative direction of the Superin-
tendent. 
Organize, lead, instruct, and referee indoor and outdoor games 
such as vollyball, basketball, baseball, etc. 
~et up teems t·or athletic contests within the institution and 
for athletic competitions with other schools. 
Schedule the showing of movies ani the presentation of other 
recreational activities for the students. 
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GEORGIA (continued) 
NECESSARY :KNOWLEDG.E, . SKIL.LS, !!Q. ABILITIES: 
Thorough knowledge of recreational, athletic, and group work 
principles and techniques. Considerable knowledge of a number 
of recreational activities and athletic games. Considerable 
skill in athletics; and in the attractive presentation of 
ideas for recreational activities. Considerable ability to 
instill in students the principles of good sportsmanship; and 
to give skilled instruction in a variety of athletic and re-
creational activities. Ability to lead and secure confidence 
and cooperation from individuals and groups. 
TRAINING AND EXFERIENCE: 
-
Graduation from a college or university of recognized standing 
with specialization in physical education or recreational group 
work. 
AND 
Two years of full time, paid employment in recreation or physical 
education work, of which one year must have been chiefly concerned 
with the direction of recreational or athletic activities of ado-
lescent boys. 
ALTERNATIVES: 
Additional similar full time, paid employment may be substituted, 
year for year, for the college education required. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATIONAL AIDE 
~ NATURE OF WORK: Performs responsible sub-professional 
duties involved-:ln~rvising patients at a state hospital 
in group activities such as sports, games, parties, and musical 
instruments. Duties are performed under the general supervision 
of a Recreation Director or Recreational Technician who assigns 
duties, furnishes detailed instructions on work to be done, and 
is usually available for advice and assistance on problems and 
unusual work situations. 
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GEORGIA (continued) 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
--
Assemble equipment and supplies needed at athletic games, picnics, 
parties, outings, and other events and insure that they are trans-
ported to the scene of the events and set up ready for use. 
Supervise groups of working patients engaged in cleaning audi-
torium and arranging seats for recreational events. 
Supervises patients at parties, dances, theatricals, picnics, 
and other social events, encourage patients to take part in 
the activities and prevent patients from harming themselves 
or others. 
Escort patients from hospital wards to recreational and athletic 
events. 
Teach patients simple games and dances. 
Conduct surveys amoDg patients to obtain information on their 
preferences in entertainment and their ability to furnish en-
tertainment; and furnish such information to the Director for 
his use in planning recreational activities. 
NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE • SKILLS, AND ABIUTIES: 
-
Skill in directing the activities of groups. Ability to work 
with groups of mentally ill patients; to obtain and maintain 
this interest of groups in recreational activities; to instruct 
in simple games; and to win the confidence of groups or in-
dividuals. 
TRAINING AND :EXPERIEmE: .-....~-..-........ -
Graduation from an accredited senior high school 
AND 
Six months of experience working with and direct!~ the activi-
ties of groups such as might be obtained, as a Supday School 
teacher, psychiatric attendant, club official, Boy or Girl 
Scoutmaster, or similar work. 
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IDAHO 
A letter from Alberta Calhoun, Personnel Assistant, State 
ot Idaho Merit System Council: 
wwe do not have any classifications under our Merit 
System that would include any positions tor recreation leader-
ship." 
Boston University 
Bcbool of Education 
Library ~ ·--.1 
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ILLIWIS 
The writer received the following information from the Illinois 
State Civil Service Commdssion: 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION WORKER I 
GENi!RAL DtJriES: 
To perform professional recreation work in a state hospital 
or school; teach and lead recreational activities including 
games, folk dancing, rhythm band, singing, dramatics, sports, 
and clubs; assist in planning the recreation program; assist 
in teaching recreation theory and skills to untrained workers. 
DESIRABlE qUALIFICATIONS: 
College graduation, with a major in recreation, physical edu-
cation, sociology, or education. 
KNOWLEDGES: 
Theory of social group work and recreation, abnormal psychology, 
physical education, and recreation techniques. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION n 
GENERAL DtJTIES: 
To direct a comprehensive program of recreational activities 
for a state hospital or school; supervise the starr of the 
recreation department; plan and direct activities such as 
games, folk dancing, rhythm band, singing, dramatics, sports, 
and clubs; conduct a staff training program. 
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: 
College graduation, with a major in recreation, physical education, 
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sociology, or education, plus three years of experience in 
recreational or group work, one of which should have been in 
a supervtsory or administrative capacity. 
KNOWLEDGES: 
Social group work and recreation, abnormal psychology, physical 
education, recreational techniques, supervision, training, and 
administration of a recreation department. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION THERAPIST 
GENERAL Dtrl'IES: 
Under the direction of a psychiatrist, to carry out a recrea-
tional therapy program tor emotionally disturbed children in 
a child guidance clinic or community recreation center. 
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: 
College graduation, supplemented by a master's degree in 
social work, recreation, or group work; plus one year of full-
time paid employment as a recreation or group worker in a 
child guidance clinic. 
KNOWLEOOES: 
Theory of social group work and recreation, abnormal psychology, 
physical education, recreational techniques, child psychology, 
and counseling of children. 
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INDIANA 
A letter trom llr. Rex A. Marmaduke, Chiet Examiner, Indiana 
State Personnel Bureau: 
"In accordance with your request we are enclosing copies 
ot the specifications tor the two classifications in the re-
creational field." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATIONAL SUPERVISOR 
KIND OF VIORK: 
---
Responsible supervisory work in directing recreational and 
related activities in a mental hospital. 
This work involves the direction of recreational, social and reli-
gious activities of emotionally ill adults. The scope and emphasis 
ot the program are determined by the superintendent, but the em-
ployee is responsible tor organizing and planning activities and 
supervising inmates engaged in the various activities. Super-
vision may be exercised over full-time assistants or teachers 
and other employees who are devoting part ot their time to super-
vision ot recreational activities. · 
Plans holiday parties; dances and games. 
Plans religious services. 
Plans and supervises indoor and outdoor games. 
Supervises care ot recreational rooms. 
Prepares and edits mimeographed weekly newspaper. 
DIDIANA (continued) 
Supervises small institutional library and secures reading 
materials for inmates. 
Working knowledge of the theory and practice of play, plan-
ning ot games and direction of group activities. 
Ability to organize and supervise religious and social pro-
grams. 
Ability to develop and maintain the interest of mental pat-
ients in games and social and recreational activities. 
Ability to secure the confidence of emotionally ill patients. 
Two year of experience in supervised play activities. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION DIRECTOR 
KIND OF WORK: 
---
Semi-professional supervisory work in directing the recreational 
activities ot an institution. 
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES .Q! ~: 
This work involves directing the recreational activities ot 
an institution. The score and emphasis of the program is de-
termdned by the superintendent, but the employee is responsible 
tor organizing, planning, aDd coordinating activities and super-
vising others engaged in the various recreational activities. 
Supervision may be exercised over full time assistants or 
teachers and other employees who are devoting part ot their time 
to recreational activities. 
EXAMPLES .Q! ~: 
Organizing and directing the entire recreational activities for 
inmates. 
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INDIANA (continued) 
Plans holiday parties, shows, athletic events, clubs, dances 
and games. 
Plans summer religious services. 
Plans and supervises indoor and outdoor games. 
Supervises care of recreational rooms. 
Plans and supervises summer camp program. 
Requisitions recreation equipment and orders maintenance 
repairs. 
Supervises small institutional library and selects reading 
material for inmates. 
Confers with inmates and officials regarding social, personal 
and disciplinary problems. 
Performs related work as assigned. 
Working knowledge of the theory and practice of play and 
leisure time, the planning ot games, and the direction of 
group activities. 
Ability to organize and supervise religious and social programs. 
Ability to develop and maintain the interest of inmates in 
games and social and recreational activities. 
Ability to secure the confidence and respect of the inmates. 
Willingness to live in an institution it required. 
MINIMUM EXPERIEtl:lE REQ.UIRED: 
Seven years ot experience in work involving the supervision 
ot physical education or recreational activities. 
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INDIANA (continued) 
Two years or high school education may be substituted for one 
year or the required experience. 
Accredited college training with specialization in physical 
education or recreation may be substituted on a year for year 
basis, for the required experience. 
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IOWA 
A letter tram Mr. D. R. Cottrell, Director, Iowa Merit System 
Council: 
"We do not have any classifications in the recreational 
area in which you requested information." 
I 
~ 
A letter from Mr. D. V. Kay, Director of Transactions, State 
of Kansas Department of Civil Service: 
"At the present time, the State of Kansas does not have 
any public leadership positions in recreation. The nearest 
thing to recreation positions which we have is a series of 
classes in recreational therapy at the state mental institu-
tions. These classes of Recreational Therapy Aides and Re-
creational Therapists I and II have been established only 
recently to take care of our expanded programs in the state 
mental institutions. At the present time, we do not have 
completed specifications for these classes. 
"In general, when the specifications for these three 
classes are completed, the higher level, Recreational 
Therapist II, will ask for education equivalent to gradua-
tion from college or university with specialization in 
physical education or recreation and considerable experience 
as a physical education instructor or in some other field 
closely related to recreational therapy. The other two 
classes will require lesser amounts of training and exper-
ience. 
"When these specifications are completed we will send 
them to you." 
!!!! writer ~ ~ received any further information ~ ~ ~ 
~ .,2! presenting ~ report. 
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KENl'UCKY 
A letter from llr. Robert L. Veazey, Personnel Technician, 
Division of Personnel, Commonwealth of Kentucky: 
"In reply to your letter of February 20, 1950, this is 
to inform you that we do not have any classification pertain-
ing to leadership positions in recreation." 
-----=-=--
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LOUISIANA 
A letter trom Mrs. Carroll R. Boling, Chief, Classification 
Division, Louisiana Merit System Council: 
"This is to inform you that there are no positions of 
recreation found under the present Louisiana Merit System 
jurisdiction." 
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The writer received a copy of the booklet, "Personnel 
Classifications and Rules," from the office of the State 
of Maine Personnel Board. 
Upon examination of the booklet, the writer could find 
no evidence of classification and requirements for recreation 
positions under the jurisdiction of the State of Maine Person-
nel Board. 
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:[ 
A letter from Mr. Russell s. Davis, Commissioner, Maryland 
Department ot State Employment: 
"We are enclosing copies for the two recreational classi-
fications now in effect." 
CLASSIFICATION: SUPERVISOR OF RECREATION 
DUTIFS: 
To plan, direct and supervise the recreational program in a 
State penal institution; and to perform other necessary duties as 
required. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITY: 
------
Knowledge of the fundamental principles of physical education 
and of various games and sports and other recreational activities. 
Ability to plan and develop a program of recreation and 
entertainment for groups of varied capacity and skill; demonstrated 
ability to direct, instruct, train and to maintain discipline. 
TRAINING ~ EXPERIENCE: 
(1) Graduation from a college or university of recognized 
standing with a major in physical education; 
' PLUS 
(2) Four years of successful and progressively responsible 
full time paid employment in the teaching of physical education 
and in coaching and supervision of athletic and recreational games, 
sports and activities for adults or in a recreational or training 
program in the Armed Services of the United States. 
MARYLAND (continued) 
PHYSICAL: 
Freedom from disqualifying physical detects. 
NarES: 
In State penal institutions, additional experience in teaching 
physical education, or in a recreational or training program in 
the Armed Services may be substituted, one year for two years ot 
education, up to four years. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATIONAL AIDE 
DUTIES: 
Under supervision to be responsible for recreational activities 
ot patients assigned by Physician in charge of service involved; 
teach various games and exercises both indoor and outdoor; 
organize teams ot patients tor such sports as softball, soccer, 
and volley ball; supervise patients on walks, picnics, dances and 
other activities, be fully responsible for safety and welfare ot 
patients from time they leave ward until they are returned; and 
to perform other necessary work as required. 
KNOWLEOOE AND ABILITY: 
Knowledge ot hospital requirements for handling patients; ot 
sports and games for purpose ot teaching them to patients. 
Ability to handle patients and instruct them in a manner 
designed to aid their recovery. 
PERSONAL Q.UALITIFS: 
Patience; gentleness; interest in patients. 
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MARYLAND (continued) 
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: 
(1) Completion of the eighth grade. 
(2) Experience as a hospital attendant, desirable. 
PHYSICAL: 
Candidates between the ages ot 24 and 45 preferred. 
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MASSACHUSETTS 
The writer received the following information through means of a 
personal visitation at the office of the Massachusetts State 
Civil Service Commission: 
DUTIES: 
Under supervision to exercise general oversight over the 
recreation of children or adults on a playground or in a community 
recreation center; to lead groups in organized play activities; 
to assist in one or more programs in handicraft, music, art, drama, 
dancing or athletics; and to perform related work as required. 
EXAMPLES ,91: DUTIES: 
Handling details of organizing classes, teams, clubs and events; 
conducting meeting of assistant leaders and other employees and 
instructing them in their duties; making out reports of activities 
and attendance reports; assisting in supplying and caring for equiP-
ment needed; maintaining order. 
Applicants must have at least six months experience in organd-
zing, instructing or conducting physical, recreational, or group 
activities on a playground or for a recognized recreational center. 
SUBSTITUTION: 
( 1) High school graduation may be eubsti tuted for three 
months of the required experience. 
(2} One year of training in a recognized college or univer-
sity may be substituted for three months of the required experience. 
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MASSACHUSETTS (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION: ASSISTANT RECREATION lEADER 
Dl1l'IES: 
Under immediate supervision, to direct a program of outdoor 
playground or indoor recreational activities, or both, at an 
assigned unit requiring supervision by recreation leaders; and 
to perform related work as required. 
Leading groups of boys and girls in children's games; 
instructing children in the use of playground equipment; maintain-
ing order; taking charge of games, sports, and athletic events 
for adults; keeping simple records and making reports. 
REQ,UIREMENr: 
Applicants must have at least six months experience in 
organizing, instructing or conducting physical, recreational 
or group activities on a playground or for a recognized recreation 
center. 
SUBSTITUTION: 
High School graduation may be substituted for the required 
experience. 
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MASSACHWE'l'l'S (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION: LEADER OF RECREATIONAL HANDCRAFT 
DUI'IES: 
Under supervision, to instruct groups in recreational handcraft; 
and to perf'orm related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DuriES: 
Giving instruction in various forms ot handcrafts, such as 
boat and plane modeling, basketry, weaving on hand and foot looms, 
stencilling, sewing, household and art embroidery, coping saw work, 
leather crat't, book binding, crepe-paper work, soap modeling, doll 
• dressing, kite building, metal craft and jewelry and wood carving. 
I 
Applicants must have at least stx months experience in hand-
craft work in a school, club or for a recognized recreational 
center. 
SUBSTITUl'ION: 
(1) ~gh school graduation may be substituted for three 
months of the required experience. 
(2) One year ot training in a recognized college or univer-
sity may be substituted tor three months of the required experience. 
I 
I 
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MABSACHUSETrS (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION: LEADER OF RECREATIONAL ATHLETICS 
DUTIES: 
Under supervision, to give instruction in gymnastics, organized 
athletics, and simplified forms ot athletic games; when so assigned, 
to teach swimming and life saving; and to perform related work as 
required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: 
Giving instruction in and supervising basketball, baseball, 
volleyball, and other sports and games; giving first-aid; keeping 
order. 
REQUIREMENl'S: 
Applicants must have at least six months experience in 
organizing, instructing or conducting physical, recreational, or 
group activities on a playground or tor a recognized recreational 
center. 
SUBSTITUTION: 
(1) High school graduation may be substituted tor three 
months or the required experience. 
(2) One year ot training in a recognized college or university 
may be substituted tor the three months ot the required experience. 
NOTE: 
In order to be a certified Leader ot Recreational Athletics, 
where swimming is included in the duties, applicants who pass in 
the written test for Leader ot Recreational Athletics must qualify 
also in a practical test in swimming and lifesaving. 
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IIICHIGAN 
A letter tro.tn Mr. Charles s: Pearson, Assistant Deputy Director, 
State of Michigan Civil Service Commission: 
"We are enclosing copies ot the specifications for the 
recreation positions we have under our jurisdiction." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION ImTROOTOR A 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: 
To work with patients in recreation programs at state insti-
tutions and perfo~ related work. 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
Conducts classes in calisthenics, organized games, and 
competitive sports. 
Gives individual instruction in tennis, badminton, wrestling, 
and other sports. 
Assists in the supervision of large group in a playground 
area where active games are conducted. 
Assists in coaching casts, costwning, and producing amateur 
theatricals. 
Operates motion picture · equipment in the wards. 
DESIRABLE EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING: 
1. Three seasons of experience in organized ath~etics ana 
graduation from high school. 
2. An equivalent ·combination of experience and training. 
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MICHIGAN (continued) 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENI'S: 
Knowledge ot the organization and conduct ot formal games and 
rhythmic activities. 
Elementary knowledge ot the methods and objectives ot recrea-
tional therapy tor the mentally and physically handicapped. 
Ability to supervise physical education classes and recreational 
activities. 
Ability to supervise assistants in the work. 
Ability to maintain records and prepare reports relative to 
the work. 
Physical condition adequate tor performance ot the work ot 
the class as determined by an examining pbysician. 
Age not over 60. 
Willingness to work and live at an institution and to undergo 
test or immunization tor communicable disease. 
Willingness to participate in and attend in-service training 
courses as required. 
Knowledge ot first aid treatment. 
Ability to understand and follow written and oral directions. 
7 
MICHIGAN (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION: RECR!ATION INSTRUCTOR B 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
Assists in instructing patients in calisthenics, organized 
games and competitive sports. 
Encourages patients to participate in such recreational 
activities as games, parties, dances, dramatics and musical 
entertainments. 
Sets up equipment tor sueh activities. 
Accompanies patients on picnics. 
Escorts patients to and trom wards. 
Supervises patients in libraries or reading rooms. 
DESIRABLE EXPER!EmE AND TRAINim: 
1. Six months ot experience working in an institution and 
completion ot the eighth school grade. 
2. An equivalent combination ot experience and training. 
OTHER REQUIRBMENl'S: 
Physical condition adequate tor performance ot the work of 
the class as determined by an examining physician. 
Age not over 60. 
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MICHIGAN (continued) 
' 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION DIRECTOR I 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: 
Employees in these classes organize and conduct physical 
education and recreational programs at state institutions and 
perform related work. 
EXAMPLES 011' WORK: 
Plans, organizes, and directs programs of physical education 
and recreation at a state institution. 
Supervises the adaption of calisthenics, competitive games, 
and organized recreation to the different physical and mental 
abilities of patients or inmates. 
Plans and supervises nonathletic recreational activities such 
as plays, field days, dances, or minstrel shows. 
Plans and schedules the football, baseball, and basketball 
games of the institution. 
Bas responsibility for giving instruction and training in 
all sports. 
Supervises the operation and use of an institutional library. 
Requisitions supplies and equipment. 
DESIRABLE EXPERIENCE AND TRAINIHl: 
1. Graduation from an accredited college with a degree in 
physical education; 
2. or, two years of experience in recreation program management 
and graduation from high school; 
3. or, four years of experience as an instructor in an 
institution recreation program and graduation from high 
school. 
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MICHIGAN (continued) 
ADDITIONAL R!QUIRl!:MENl'S: 
I 
Knowledge ot the facilities, supplies and equipment used in 
physical education and recreation programs. 
Knowledge ot the principles and practices ot special education 
as applied to institutionalized persons. 
Ability to organize and supervise a program of physical 
education and recreation at a state institution. 
Physical condition adequate for the performance of the work 
of the class as determined by an examining physician. 
Age not over 60. 
Willingness to work and live at an institution and to undergo 
test or immunization tor communicable disease. 
Willingness to participate in and attend in-service training 
courses as required. 
Knowledge of the principles ot physical education and the aims 
of recreational therapy. 
Knowledge ot the t~damentals and rules of common sports. 
Knowledge of the fundamentals of calisthenics and gymnastics. 
Knowledge of first aid. 
CLASSIFICATION: RmREATION DIRECTOR II 
EXAMPlES OF WORK: 
Plans, organizes and directs a large and varied program of 
physical education and recreation at a state institution. 
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MICHIGAN (continued) 
Supervises the adaption ot calisthenics, competitive games 
and organized recreation to the different physical and 
mental abilities or patients or inmates. 
Directs and supervises classes in physical education. 
Organizes and supervises intramural athletic leagues and 
schedules and supervises games with teams outside the 
institution. 
Instructs classes in swimming, ttEbling, apparatus work and 
calisthenics. 
Coaches seasonal sports such as baseball, football, and 
basketball. 
Consults with the medical statt concerning the recreation 
needs ot individual patients. 
DESIRABLE EXPERIENCE AND TRAINIRJ.: 
1. Two years ot experience directing an institution 
recreation program or an organized physical education 
and recreation program tor boys and graduation from an 
accredited college with a degree in physical education; 
2. or, tour years ot such experience and graduation tram 
high school. 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENI'S: 
Ability to organize and supervise a large and varied program 
ot physical education and recreation at a state institution. 
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MINNESOTA 
A letter from Mr. Laurence G. Barry, Classification Division, 
State ot Minnesota Civil Service Department: 
"I am enclosing the specifications for the recreation 
positions that we have in this state." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATIONAL WORKER I 
RESPONSIBILITY OP WORK: 
Employees in thB3 class assist in the direction or recreational 
programs for patients and inmates in a state institution. Work 
involves responsibility for directing a single phase of a recrea-
tional program or supervising or instructing institutional employees 
in carrying out a complete recreational program. General direction 
is received from a supervisor, but the employee has the responsi-
bility for developing applicable techniques and securing the coopera-
tion ot employees and patients or inmates in the recreation program. 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
Directs the activities of assigned patients in a variety of 
recreational and group activities such as games, parties, 
dances, singing, dramatics, and athletic events. 
Assists in t~ining employees who are assigned to recreational 
programs. 
Observes patients' or inmates' behavior and progress. 
Consults with supervisors on proposed program changes or 
modifications. 
Performs related work as required. 
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:MINNESOTA {continued) 
BSSENTIAL RESUIREMENI'S: 
Thorough knowledge of recreational and group work principles 
and techniques. 
Thorough knowledge of the rules, equipment, and skills required 
in common recreational programs. 
Ability to obtain and stimulate the interest of the mentally 
111 in recreational programs. 
Ability to care properly tor recreational equipment. 
Skill in directing group activities. 
Ability to observe and report accurately the progress of 
patients or inmates in recreational activities. 
DESIRABLE :mEPARATION FOR WORK: 
Some experience in recreational group work. 
Graduation from a standard high school. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATIONAL WORKER II 
BESPOH3IBILI'l'Y OP WORK: 
Employees in this class develop, under general direction, 
recreational programs for patients, inmates, or students in state 
institutions and schools. Work involves responsibility for conduct-
ing and coordinating the work of subordinates in directing patients 
or others in individual or group recreational activities. The 
employee makes decisions on the techniques and methods to be -used 
and participates in the planning ot the general recreational program. 
The employee is responsible to the institution superintendent or 
other supervisors for efficient functioning of the program and its 
integration with other therapeutic programs designed to improve the 
welfare and morale of the patients or inmates. 
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MINNESOTA (continued) 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
Plans or assists in the planning of a program of recreational 
activities for persons in state institutions. 
Consults with physicians -or supervisor regarding the adjustment 
or patients. 
Assists in the in-service training of new workers. 
Plans games, parties, dances, community singing, dramatics, 
and athletic events. 
Directs the work of subordinates in the techniques to be used 
in individual or group recreational activities. 
Performs related work as required. 
ESSENI'IAL REQ.UIREMENrS: 
Thorough knowledge of individual and group recreation techniques. 
Thorough knowledge of the rules, equipment, and skills required 
in common recreational programs. 
Ability to plan and direct a modern program of recreation for 
persons in state hospitals and institutions. 
Ability to organize recreational activities and adapt them to 
individual or group needs. 
Ability to stimulate and maintain the interest of the mentally 
ill in a recreational program. 
Ability to plan, direct and coordinate the work of subordinates. 
Skill in the direction of group activities. 
DESIRABLR mEPARATION FOR WORK: 
Considerable experience in group recreational work. 
Graduation from a etanda~ high school. 
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MISSISSIPPI 
There has .been no repl,- to three letters written by the writer 
at intervals ot three weeks. No 1n:f'omation is available at 
the time of presenting this report. 
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MISSOURI 
A letter from Mr. Ralph 'S. Turner, Director, State of Missouri 
Personnel Division: 
"We are enclosing class specifications for the recreation 
positions we have in our state." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION DIRECTOR 
DESCRIPl'ION OF WORK: 
Employees in this class formulate, promote, and supervise a 
varied and intensiTe athletic and recreation program for a large 
group ot socially maladjusted and neglected young persons. The 
Director has immediate responsibility for the planning and executing 
of the program; subject only to administrative supervision by the 
Assistant Superintendent who approves schedules ot classes, and 
overall programs, and who inspects such programs through regular 
personal visits. 
EXAMPlES OF WORK: 
Supervises, coaches, and instructs in all athletic events 
such as baseball, basketball, volley ball, boxing, gymnastics, 
physical education, hygiene and sanitation, and good personal 
habits. 
Plans complete intramural contests and various group activities 
and supervises their execution. 
Arranges and supervises interscholastic programs as a source 
ot recreation and entertainment for the entire school. 
Organizes and directs group games for developing cooperation 
and fair play. 
Organizes and supervises calisthenics and remedial exercises 
to improve posture, coordination, and attitude of the participants. 
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MISSOURI (continued) 
Requisitions athletic equipment. 
Supervises the maintenance of athletic fields, volley ball 
courts, and gymnasium and assumes responsibility for the care 
of all athletic equipment. 
Performs related work as assigned. 
REQUIRED KNOWI;s:ooRS, SKILLS AND ABILITIES: 
Thorough knowledge of and skill in a variety of recreational 
and athletic activities including all popular games and sports. 
Considerable knowledge of physical education and its value in 
a corrective and rehabilitative educational program. 
Ability to maintain interest in the positive improvement and 
the development of young persons, both physically and mentally, 
who are socially maladjusted. 
Ability to give individuals and groups skilled instruction in 
a variety of group athletic and recreational events. 
Ability to lead and to secure the confidence and cooperation 
of various groups in recreational activities. 
Good physical condition to permit participation in the active 
direction of a variety of individual and group sports, 
MINIMUM EXPERIEIDE AND TRAINI:OO QUALIFICATIONS: 
Two years ot responsible experience in conducting a group 
physical education or recreation program, preferably in a remedial 
situation; and graduation from a four year college or university 
with specialization in pb7sical education. 
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MISSOURI (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION SUPERVISOR 
DEs=RIP!'ION OF WORK: 
Employees in this class supervise groups of socially maladjusted 
boys in various organized games during the day and at night. The 
planning of the program is done by the Physical Education Instructor 
and the execution of the program is the function of personnel of 
this class. The work is performed under the general supervision of 
the Instructor who periodically observes the recreation activity 
in progress and discusses pertinent problems with the employee. 
EXAMPLE OF WORK: 
Organizes, conducts and supervises such group games as softball, 
basketball, volleyball and related activities. 
Gives such individual and group instruction as may be needed 
to acquaint participants with the rudiments of various activities. 
Organizes, conducts and supervises such indoor activities as 
ping-pong, checkers, cards and group singing. 
Issues recreational equipment, keeps records of its issuance 
and checks it on return. 
Performs related work as assigned. 
Considerable knowledge of, and skill in a variety of indoor 
and outdoor games. 
Ability to organize, conduct and supervise many different 
types of activities and adapt the program to a varie~y of 
situations at short notice. · 
Ability to maintain an interest in the progressive development 
and improvement of socially maladjusted boys, through supervised 
play situations. 
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MISSOURI (continued) 
Skill in exercising leadership and developing spirit of 
cooperation among individuals and groups. 
Good physical condition. 
JaNIMUM EXPERIENJE AND TRAINI:OO QUALIFICATIONS: 
One year of experience in conducting recreation programs 
preferably in a remedial situation; and graduation from a standard 
high school including participation in one or more athletic activities 
sponsored by the school. 
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MONTANA 
I 
I A letter trom Mr. Melvin P. Matinson, Merit Supervisor tor 
I the State ot Montana: 
"This is to intorm you that we do not have recreation positions 
under our State Merit System." 
r 
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NEBRASKA 
A letter trom the office ot the Supervisor ot the Nebraska 
Merit System Council: 
"We are sorry that we are unable to assist you in obtaining 
information about leadership positions in recreation because 
we do not have any such positions under the Nebraska Merit System." 
/I 
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NEVADA 
A letter trom Mr. c. c. Smith, Supervisor, Nevada Merit 
System Council: 
"Our Merit System Law provides tor merit system jurisdiction 
ot three state departments--Emplo)'Dlent Security, Health, and 
Weltare. NOne of these departments have recreation positions. 
"So tar as we know, Nevada has no law covering recreation 
position." 
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A letter trom Mr. Roy- T. Lang, Personnel Director, State ot 
New !lampshire: 
"In response to y-our letter ot P'ebruacy 21 this is to 
advise y-ou that we do not have recreational leadership positions 
within the state departments." 
8? 
A letter :from Mr. R. Robert Herling, Assistant Director, 
State of New Jersey Department of Civil Service: 
WWe are enclosing copies of the current specifications 
for the recreation positions that wehave in the New Jersey 
personnel service." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION AIDE 
DEFINITION: 
Assists a Supervisor of Recreation and or a Recreation 
Assistant in a state hospital, training school or other institution 
of the Department ot Institutions and Agencies by performing non-
professional duties in the education and recreation program; does 
related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
When so assigned, assists the Recreation Assistants in the 
supervision of patients in the wards, in the recreation areas 
and other areas of the institution during physical education 
c-lasses, calisthenics and group games; helps in the wards when 
motion pictures are shown to the patients; walks patients from 
the wards to the recreational areas; helps control patients 
during baseball games, plays, picnics, pageants, and field days. 
REQUIREMENrS: 
1. Formal and other education and training showing 
attainment ot the level represented by graduation trom 
high school. 
2. Some knowledge of the rules ot the more popular group 
games, ot the problems of persons who are confined in 
institutions, and of the problems inTolved in helping 
carry out a recreational program for patients. 
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NEW JERSEY (continued} 
3. Ability to comprehend and carry out oral assignments and 
instructions, to organize assigned work, to comprehend 
and explain the rules or the more popular group games, 
to walk patients to and from the recreation areas of the 
institution, and to assist in keeping the patients under 
control during recreational and physical education 
activities. 
4. Good health and freedom from disabling physical and 
mental defects. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION ASSISTANT 
DEFINITION: 
Under the direction of the Supervisor of Recreation in a 
state hospital, training school for the mentally defective or 
other institution under the jurisdiction of the Department or 
Institutions and Agencies, assists with the indoor and outdoor 
program of physical education and recreation for patients and 
hospital employees; does related work as required. 
EXAM:PIES OF WORK: 
When the work program or the unit has been established and 
approved, assists the Supervisor of Recreation by taking charge 
of assigned classes of mental patients or mentally defect ive or 
retarded children and adults in calisthenics in the wards and out 
of doors; when so assigned, operates the motion picture projectors 
in the wards; attends showings of motion pictures within the 
institution in order to assist the Supervisor; when so directed, 
acts as a supervisor at recreation activities, including baseball 
games, plays, pageants and field days; helps plan picnics and 
suitable entertainments for patients and inmates; takes charge of 
patients who are participating in group or individual activities, 
games, marching, singing and other activities; teaches social 
dancing; takes patients to and from the wards and other areas of 
the institution; helps with the work involved in planning, organi-
zing and carrying out recreation projects for institution employees; 
maintains records and files. 
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NEW JERSEY (continued) 
REQ,UIREMICN!'S: 
1. Formal and other education and training showing attainment 
ot the level represented by graduation from high school. 
2. One year of experience in work involving the care and 
custody ot persons confined to an institution. 
3. Some knowledge of the rules, regulations, and equiJ;Jilent 
necessary for conducting group games, including baseball, 
volley ball, softball and bowling, ot the rules ot 
social dancing, of the operation ot motion picturer 
projectors, ot assisting the Supervisor of Recreation I 
in handling groups of patients during programs ot 
recreation and physical education, including picnics, I 
plays, field days, pageants, marching, singing, calis- I 
thenics and games, and of maintaining stmple records. 
4. Good health and freedom trom disabling physical and 
mental detects. 
CLASSIFICATION: SOP.lmVISOR OF RECREATION 
DEFINITION: 
Under the supervision ot the Clinical Director or other 
supervisory officer 1n a state hospital, training school tor 
the mentally defec~ive or other institution under the juris-
diction of the Department of Institutions and Agencies, organizes 
and supervises a program of physical education and recreation for 
patients and institution employees; does related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
Takes the lead in planning and putting into action a well 
balanced indoor and outdoor program of recreation and physical 
education activities suitable for patients who are emotionally 
maladjusted and or mentally retarded; gives suitable assignments 
and instructions to the Recreation Assistants and Aides and 
supervises the performance of their work; determines the types of 
physical exercises and recreation activities suitable for patients 
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NEW JERSEY (continued) 
in shut-in wards, and arranged schedules for classes and play activities 
including softball, volley ball, baseball, bowling, social dancing, 
picnics, and gymnasium work; makes arrangements for the showing or 
suitable motion pictures in the varied wards; plans dances, plays, 
pageants, and field days for patient participation; plans and 
directs special entertainments for patients; makes arrangements for 
recreational activities; plans and teaches special therapeutic 
classes, including the Exercise for Beauty and Physical Fitness 
classes to groupe of women patients; gives instructions to the 
Psychiatric Technician Trainees concerning the theories of recrea-
tion -therapy; prepares reports; maintains records and files. 
REQUIREJdENl'S: 
1. Formal and other education and training showing attainment 
of the level represented by graduation from a college of 
recognized standing, with specialization in physical 
education, recreation therapy and educational theories 
and techniques. 
2. Possession of or eligibility for a secondary teacher's 
certificate issued by the New Jersey Department of 
Education. 
3. Ability to analyze, and comprehend the theories of modern 
physical education and recreation from the therapeutic 
point of view; to draw up schedules for educational and 
play activities, including softball, volley ball, baseball, 
bowling, social dancing, picnics; to plan dances, plans 
pageants, and field days for patients and special 
entertainments at holiday time; to coordinate the physical 
education and recreational therapy work with that of the 
medical and psychiatric staffs, to prepare clear, sound, 
accurate and informative reports containing findings, 
conclusions and recommendations. 
4. Good health and freedom from disabling physical end mental 
defects. 
9 
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NEW MEXICO 
A letter from Rebecca Graham, Merit System Supervisor, State of 
New Mexico: 
"We do not have any law pertaining to recreational positions 
in our Merit System." 
92 
NEtf YORK 
A letter trom Dorothy Guy Smith, Editorial Supervisor, State of 
New York Department of Civil Service: 
wrou will find enclosed the job specifications for the 
recreation positions in New York State Civil Service." 
CLASSIFICATION: REX}REATION INSTRUCTOR 
DEFINITION: 
In the Department of Mental HYgiene, is in charge ot recreational 
programs and instruction in physical education for male or female 
inmates of a large institution or for all inmates of a smaller 
institution; does related work as required. 
EXAMPLES 01" WORK: 
Organizes recreational programs, dances, field days, picnics, 
and competitive sports for inmates; plans recreational activities 
to be carried on by supervisors, nurses, attendants; teaches and 
drills inmates in calisthenics, marching, and the use ot gymnasium 
apparatus; coaches groups in various games and sports such as 
badminton, baseball, and reports individual and group progress. 
MINIMUM QUALil"ICATION: 
(a) Bachelor Degree in Physical Education. 
DESIRABlE QUALIFICATIONS: 
Considerable knowledge of current theory and methods ot physical 
education; considerable physical strength, agility and skill at 
team and ind1Yidual sports; sympathetic understanding of the problems 
of patients; ability to inspire cooperation from patients; initiative; 
tact; good judgment. 
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NE\f YORK ( continued ) 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION SUPERVISOR 
DEFINITION: 
Is in complete charge ot the organization and operation ot 
the recreation and athletic program tor the patients of a state 
institution; does related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
He is personally responsible for the entire recreation program 
for the institution; · exercises supervision over Recreation Instruc-
tors; Attendants am others assigned to assist in the carrying out 
ot the recreation program ot the institution: secures and maintains 
adequate supplies of athletic equipment; lays out ball diamonds, 
volley ball, badminton and tennis courts, horseshoe pits, and other 
athletic fields; organizes and directs athletic or recreational 
competitions; arranges for outside teams to come to the institution 
to compete with institution teams; promotes interest among patients 
in games suitable for all age groups. Is responsible for the 
equipment in and maintenance ot the recreational rooms; books 
movies tor presentation at the institution; contacts various 
organizations in the area and arranges tor stage shows, bingo parties, 
card parties, and all types ot recreation activities; makes arrange-
ments for and supervises dances to be held at the institution; 
assists with library activities, formation and ope~tion of hobby 
clubs or study groupe; assists in the publishing of institution 
publications. 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
(a) Bachelor Degree in Physical Education and two years of 1 
progressively responsible experience in recreation work, I 
one year ot which must have been in responsible charge 
of a varied recreation program tor a large private or 
public institution; 
OR 
(b) 51gb School graduation and six years ot progressively 
responsible experience in recreation work, one year of 
which must have been in responsible charge of a varied 
recreation program for a large private or public 
9 
NEW YORK (continued) 
ineti tution: 
OR 
(c) A satisfactory equivalent combination ot the foregoing 
education and experience. 
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NORI'H CAROLINA 
A letter from Mr. Frank T. De Vyver, Supervisor, North Carolina 
Merit System Council: 
"At the present time, the Recreation Comudssion in North 
Carolina is not under the Merit System. We therefore cannot give 
you any specific information on the requirements for recreation 
posit ion. We are referring your letter to Dr. Harold Meyer at the 
University of North Carolina who may be able to furnish you w1 th the 
requested information." 
The writer also received a letter from Mr. Harold D. Meyer, 
Director, North Carolina Recreation Commission, containing the 
following information: 
WUp to the present time we do not have any state requirements 
regarding the various types of recreation position. Our State does 
not have any certification of recreation workers in general • 
"The North Carolina ~ecreation Society has a committee on 
Standard Qualifications in Personnel. This committee has worked 
for two years now and is about ready to come forth with a bulletin 
relating to qualifications, but will have no legal status. 
"At this time the North Carolina Recreation Commission handles 
most of' the personnel tor directorships throughout the State and we 
make every effort to get good qualified people both in training and 
experience; however, there is nothing mandatory or legal about this 
procedure. 
WWhen the bulletin relating to qualifications for recreation 
positions is completed we Will send a copy to you." 
The writer has not received any further information up to the time 
of presenting this report. 
I' 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
A letter 1'rom Mr. Myron H. Atkinson, State of North Dakota Merit 
System Supervisor: 
"The North Dakota Merit System does not have any type of 
leadership position in recreation under its jurisdiction." 
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OHIO 
A letter trom llr. J'ames M. McDonald, Examiner, State Civil Service 
Commission of Ohio: 
•This Commission is in the process of reclassifying and 
reallocating all state employees on the basis ot new specifications. 
In as much as the State Legislature has not, as yet, given final 
agreement on all specifications and specification revisions, this 
Commission would be without authority to release such specifications 
for study or use. 
•rt is the hope of this Colllllission that your study will 
progress well without the specifications tor recreation positions 
tram the State Civil Service Commission of Ohio.• 
OKLA!!OMA 
A letter from llr. Roy A. Dillon, State ot Oklahoma Personnel 
Supervisor: 
"We regret to intorm you that Oklahoma has no classes ot 
positions in recreational leadership." I 
I 
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OREGON 
A letter trom llr. Warne H. Nunn, Classification Supervisor, 
Oregon State Civil Service Commission: 
"We are enclosing a cop,y of a class specification :for 
a position involving recreational work." 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION MANAGER 
TYPE OF WORK: 
This is supervisory work in managing the recreational 
:facilities in a large student owned recreational center at a 
college or university. 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
Supervises and directs the bowling, billiard, ping poDg, and 
other activities of a student recreational center so that 
all students interested can participate and that maximum use 
ot the facilities can be obtained. 
Instructs students in bowling, ping pong, billiards ·and other 
indoor sports in the recreational center. 
Assists in organizing the various bowling, billiard and 
ping pong leagues, arranging the :facilities :for league use. 
Establishes and maintains a system tor checking out equipment 
and supplies used by the participants o:f the recreational 
activities. 
Maintains records o:f supplies; makes arrangements :for ordering 
supplies and equipment; approves bills for payment. 
Receives and records monies derived :from the operation ot the 
facilities, rental o:f lookers and sale o:f athletic equipment, 
such as bowling balls, ping pong balls, and bowling shoes. 
I 
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OREGON (continued} 
Supervises and participates in the maintenance of the 
recreational facilities and equipment. 
Supervises student help working in the various concessions. 
Performs related work as required. 
DESIRABLE XNOWI.JIDG1!'.S, SKILIS AND ABILITIES : 
Thorough knowledge of the techniques and principles of the 
various indoor recreational sports such as bowling, billiards, 
ping pong, etc. 
Working knowledge of English, spelling, and arithmetic. 
Familiarity with the general principles of bookkeeping and 
office records. 
Ability to instruct in the techniques of various indoor sports. 
Ability to supervise and direct recreational sports of a 
varied nature. 
Ability to create and maintain harmonious relationships with II 
students and instructors. 
MINDroJl ~ AND TRAINING: 
Pour years ot progressively responsible experience in the 
management ot a public recreational center; and graduation from 
a Senior high school; or any equivalent combination ot experience 
and training. 
Doston University 
School of Education 
Libraqi ---' 
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mmsnvANIA 
A letter trom Ruth Dayhoff, Administrative Assistant, 
Commonwealth o:f' Pennsylvania State Civil Service Comndssion: 
"I regret to say that we do not have any positions in the 
:field o:f' reoreation in the classification plans o:f' appointing 
authorities we service.• 
RliODE ISLAND 
A letter from Cecilia M. Ranallo, Personnel Technician, Rhode 
Island State Department of Civil Service: 
"I am enclosing class specifications for positions in 
recreation that we have in our State Civil Service." 
CLASSIFICATION: PHISICAL TRAINING INSTRU::TOR 
GENERAL STATEMENI' OF DUl'IES: 
To plan, organize and direct a program of physical training 
at a state institution; to coach teams in a v~iety of sports; 
and to do related work as required. 
EXAMPlES OF DUl'IES: 
To conduct gymnasium classes; to instruct inmates in setting-
up exercises, marehing, and general apparatus work; to coach 
groups of inmates or individuals in boxing, wrestling, swimming, 
track, basketball, baseball, football, or other sports; to 
organize and direct a program of intramural sports; to officiate 
at games; to draw up schedules for sports competititions; to keep 
sports league records; to be responsible for athletic equipment; 
to requisition such equipment; to maintain discipline and order 
among the inmates. 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
Experience such as may have been gained through: employment 
as a coach, director, or teacher of physical education in a 
school, institution, or athletic organization, preferably on 
work involving the training or instruction of younger boys; 
Training such as may have been gained through: graduation from a 
college of recognized standing, including or supplemented by 
study in the field of physical education; 
or, any combination or experience and training that shall have 
resulted in: a considerable knowledge of the principles, practices, 
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RHODE ISLAND {continued) 
methods, procedures, and techniques of physical education; a 
considerable knowledge of the rules and techniques of a variety 
of sports, such as, football, baseball, basketball, track, and 
swimming; the ability to instruct, train and supervise others; 
the ability to plan and organize sports programs; the ability to 
instruct behavior-problem boys; and related capacities and abilities. 
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Ability to get along well with junior boys; good physical 
condition; integrity; sportsmanship; willingness to work long or 
broken hours. 
S~ IAL REQJJIRI!!MENT: 
Possession of a certificate issued by the Rhode Island State 
Department ot Education for teaching in a state institution. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION lEADER 
GENERAL STATEMEm' OF DUTIES: 
Under supervision, to plan and direct recreational activities 
at a state institution; and to do related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DuriES: 
To organize, direct and supervise the recreational activities 
ot institution inmates, such as arranging for suitable entertain-
ment by interested persons and groups trom outside the institution, 
tor parties, entertainments, dances or card games among inmates 
or tor outdoor group activities, including hikes, picnics and 
informal athletic contests; to encourage inmates to take part in 
recreational activities according to their talents or physical 
condition; to make arrangements tor the attendance of groups at 
entertainment outside the institution; to care for equipment used 
in recreational activities. 
I :104 
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RHODE ISLAND (continued) 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
Experience such as they may have been gained through; 
employment in group leadership, such as playground work, YMCA or 
YWCA activities, or with church, school or similar organized 
social and recreational groups; 
Training such as may have been gained through: graduation 
from a senior high school; 
Or, any combination of experience and training that shall 
have resulted in: a familiarity with the principles of organized 
recreation, the ability to gain the confidence of, and lead 
others in recreational programs; the ability to maintain discipline; 
a resourcefulness in divising play and recreational programs to 
fit particular needs; and related capacities and abilities. 
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Initiative; tact; good judgment; willingness to work with, 
end a sympathic attitude towards the physically or mentally 
111 or towards persons under restraint; physical activity with 
uo serious defects of vision, hearing or members. 
I 
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SOl1rR CAROLINA 
There has been no reply to three letters written by the writer 
at intervals of three weeks. No information is available at the 
time of presenting this report. 
'I 
I 
SOUTH DAKOl'A 
A letter trom Mr. l'loward c. Selvig, Supervisor, South Dakota 
Merit System Council: 
"The positions classified under the Merit System in South 
Dakota have no job classifications that deal with leadership 
positions in recreation. Neither are there any such classifica-
tions in positions that are not covered by the Merit System." 
:107 
I' 
A letter trom Mr. Butord w. McRae, Administrative Assistant, 
State ot Tennessee Department ot Conservation: 
"At the present time detailed specifications tor the 
recreation positions in this state are being prepared, salary 
scales are being established, and minimum qualifications are 
being determined. No final determinations have been made. 
"The positions in this division which deal primarily with 
recreation are those of State Park Naturalist, Park Naturalist, 
Recreational Consultant, Senior Park Superintendent, Junior Park 
Superintendent, Senior Park Ranger, Park Attendant, and Seasonal 
Lite Guards, Bath Bouse Attendants, etc. 
"Generally we require high school education for positions 
beginning w1 th Junior Park Ranger and extending through Senior 
Park Superintendent, with gradations of experience. Beginning at 
the level ot Junior Superintendent, applicants may substitute 
college training for experience with maximum substitution extend-
ing within one year ot the total experience required. Basic 
educational requirement for State Park Naturalist, Park Naturalist 
and Recreational Consultant is graduation from a 4-year college, 
as is the basic requirement for State Park Engineer, Architect and 
Landscape Architect - technical statf positions. 
"Upon completion of the work in which we are currently 
engaged, we will make available to you complete job specifications, 
salary scales and requirements." 
The writer has not received any further information up to the 
time of presenting this report. 
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TEXAS 
A letter from Mr. Charles s. Gardiner, Director, Texas Merit 
System Council: 
"The agencies served by the Merit System Council in Texas do 
not have any recreation positions. I have also checked with 
some of the other state departments and have not been able to find 
any that have such positions." 
I 
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A letter trom Mr. Leroy s. Bowell, Supervisor, Utah Jlerit System 
Council: 
"We have no positions in recreation under our Merit System." 
tJO 
VERMONI' 
A letter from Mr. M. E. Ashton, State of Vermont Merit 
System Supervisor: 
~here is enclosed a copy o:t the specifications for the 
recreation position in this s~ate." 
CLASSIFICATION: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
DEFINITION: 
Under administrative direction o:t the State Recreation Board, 
to direct the Recreation Department and perform related work. 
TYPICAL DUTim: 
Provides assistance upon request to municipalities and other 
political subdivisions o:t the state and to non-governmental 
organizations in the development and planning of recreation 
programs: makes surveys of facilities available and makes 
recommendations :tor additional facilities or improved use o:t 
those present; promotes the adoption of recognized standards 
o:t program leadership, activities, facilities and finance; 
recruits and refers recreation leaders; assembles and distributes 
information; promotes, organizes and directs conferences, training 
institutes and demonstrations; operates a program planning service 
and a speakers bureau; supervises apprenticeship training; serves 
as consultant to organizations promoting recreational activities; 
provides liason with other state and national recreation organiza-
tions. 
KNOWlEDGE: 
Thorough understanding of the philosophy ot recreation; ot 
the activities constituting the community recreation program, and 
familiarity with sources and organizations in the field of 
recreation; and any additional special knowledges appropriate for 
the positions as indicated in the statement of typical duties. 
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VERMONT (continued) 
ABILITIES: 
To organize and administer the promotion of a statewide 
recreation program, to present the recreation program at meetings 
and conferences and through bulletins, news releases and other 
publicity media. Evaluation of the knowledges and abilities of 
applicants will include a practical examination. 
MINIMUM TRAINING AND EXPERI~E: 
14 Years of training and experience distributed as follows: 
4 Years Bachelor•s degree OR 4 years equivalent training 
OR experience in recreation. 
1 Year Master•s degree in recreation work or physical 
education OR 
2 Years experience in recreation work in a supervisory 
capacity. 
Years experience in recreation work as an executive or in 
related administrative work such as a personnel manager, 
business executive, or school executive. 
PERriNEN'l' EXPERIENCE: 
J'ull-time employment as an executive in recreation work or 
city planning or as a personnel manager, business executive 
or school executive. 
For agency promotion, the experience requirement will be 
reduced by one-fourth if the experience has been gained within 
the agency. 
VIRGINIA 
A letter trom .Mr. Samuel R. !lawkins, ;Tob Analyst, Commonwealth 
of Virginia Merit System Council: 
"We have checked our state records and find that in Virginia 
leadership positions in recreation are set up by the counties and 
cities and there are no State-wide centralized administrative 
positions set up. 
"You might write to the city or Richmond tor the information 
you desire." 
The writer received the following letter 'from Mr. :r. A. Reynolds, 
Director, Department of Recreation & Parks, City ot Richmond, 
Virginia: 
"I am enclosing a set of our classifications and qualifications 
tor the recreation positions we have in the City or Richmond.• 
CLASSIFICATION: SUPERINl'ENDENl' Oli' RECREATION 
DUTIES: 
Under general direction, develops and coordinates the public 
recreation activities of the city; and does related work as 
required. 
EXAMPlES: 
Supervises the activities of the employees of the Recreation 
DiTision; directs the planning and promotion ot recreation 
activities; supervises the traiDLng of statf; prepares the annual 
budget and report for the Recreation division; interprets the 
recreation program to the public; cooperates with other local 
agencies in developing plane to meet the recreational needs of 
the city; keeps records and makes reports. 
VIRGINIA (continued) 
DESIRABLE (tUALili'ICATIONS: 
(1) Graduation from a university of recognized standing 
with specialization in athletic and recreation work 
and five years of successful experience in public 
recreation work, or 
(2) Any equivalent comgination of education end experience; 
thorough knowledge of modern recreational ~ractices end 
methods; good knowledge of first aid; investigational 
and analytical ability; ability to deal successfully 
with the public; high moral standards; pleasing personality; 
tact; leadership; energy. 
CLASSIFICATION: cmEF OF RECREATION 
DUTIES: 
Under administrative direction, has charge of and is responsible 
for planning, organizing, promoting, developing and coordinating 
the public recreation activities of the city and does related work 
as required. 
EXAMPLES: 
Supervises, plans, and directs the activities of the heads of 
the divisions ot Playgrounds, Centers, Special Activities, and 
Sports end Athletics; assists the director in determining policies 
end procedures related to the functions of the Bureau of Recrea-
tion; prepares publicity and interprets the programs to the public; 
makes studies of recreation needs end formulates plans tor future 
developnent; makes speeches; works with committees; coordinates 
recreational programs of the city; assists the director in the 
preparation and control ot the budget; prepares annual report; 
keeps records and makes reports. 
-
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VIRGINIA (continued) 
DESIRABlE Q.UALIFICATIONS: 
(1) Graduation from a university ot recognized standing with 
specialization in athletic and recreation work and tive 
years ot successful experience in public recreation work, 
or 
(2) Any equivalent combination ot education and experience; 
thorough knowledge ot modern recreational practices and 
methode; ability to deal suecesstully with the public; 
knowledge ot athletics; playground work, safety and first 
aid; high moral standards; pleasing personality; tact; 
leadership; good health; good judgment; energy. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION SUPERVISOR 
DlJl'IES: 
Under direction, has tmmediate chargeot and responsibility 
tor carrying out a public recreation program, or major portion 
thereof; and does related work as required. 
Plans, organizes and has general supervision ov~r city-wide 
playground and recreation center program; directs special pageants 
and plays that are produced under the direction ot the recreation 
program, such as Children's Theater, Richmond Opera Group and par-
ticipation in eamnuni ty fund campaign programs; organizes and 
directs specialist statt for city-wide program conducted under 
the recreation program; makes speeches occasionally before civic, 
church and similar groups regarding recreation activities; prepares 
material for radio broadcasts; assigns and has general supervision 
ot employees at playgrounds and other recreation centers throughout 
the city; compiles program material for playground and recreation 
center use; plans and organizes in-service training program for 
playground and recreation center statts; organizes and conducts 
community athletic programs for boys; supervises concessionaires 
on play areas; acts as secretary tor boys organized athletic and 
playground league in the city; exercises general supervision of 
custodians at playground and recreation centers; keeps records 
-=-- --=. 
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VIRGINIA (continued) 
and makes reports. 
ll!SIRABLE Q.UALil'ICATIONS: 
( 1) Graduation fran a university of recognized standing and 
three years of experience as supervisor in eanmunity 
center recreation work, or 
(2) An7 equivalent combination ot education and experience; 
knowledge ot modern recreational practices and methods; 
good knowledge of first aid; investigational ability; 
ability to deal successfully with the public; high moral 
standards; pleasing personality; tact, leadership; energy. 
CIASSIFICA'l'IOH: SE.NIOR RECREATION IHSl'ROOTOR 
OOTIES: 
Under general supervision, organizes and directs the activities 
of municipal playgrounds, community centers or assigned areas; and 
does related work as required. 
Directs the activities of several playgrounds e.nd community 
centers; coordinates youth activities such as programs tor junior 
and senior high school groupe; assists in stage managing in 
connection with the production ot city-wide and group plays and 
pageants; appears before clubs and groups discussing recreation 
activities and programs; has charge of the playground equipment 
stock room including the receiving and issuing of small playground 
supplies and equipment; organizes and coordinates athletic activities 
for boys in an assigned section of the city comprising several 
playgrounds; meets with aftd discusses neighborhood athletic needs 
with parent groupe; gives instruction in boys' athletics; keeps 
records and makes reports. 
'I 
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VIBJINIA (continued) 
DB::URABLE Q.UALMCATIONS: 
(1) High School graduation supplemented by special training 
in the theory and practice ot recreational and playground 
activities, and tour years or successful experience in 
organizing, directing and promoting recreational and 
social activities, at least two years of' which shall 
have been in responsible charge of' such work, or 
(2) Any equivalent combination ot education and experience; 
supervisory ability; ability to work with the public; 
good knowledge ot first aid; athletic ability; pleasing 
personality; tact; firmness; impartiality. 
CLASSIFICATION: RECREATION INSTRUCTOR 
DUl'IJ:S : 
Under superTision, leads and directs recreational activities 
at a playground, recreation center, or institution or gives 
instruction in handicraft or artcratt activities or dramatics; 
and does related work as required. 
Supervises play activities at an assigned playground; instructs 
children in and directs games and other activities at playgrounds; 
does detail work in connection with direction and production ot 
special events such as plays and pageants; has responsibility tor 
procuring equipment necessary tor staging special events; acts as 
tennis instructor on playgrounds; writes newspaper articles con-
cerning recreational activities; organizes and teaches square 
dancing; operates motion picture equipment; develops opportunities 
11 tor tree play among children; enforces discipline and maintains 
order among children; supervises work ot one or more assistants; 
gives instructions in handicrafts and artcratts; gives instruction 
to adults in leather work, weaving, 1pU tting and making art objects 
at an institution; keeps records and makes reports of activities 
and attendance. 
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VIRGINIA (continued) 
DESIRABIJ!! QUALIFICATIONS: 
( 1) lfigh school graduation and special training in recreation 
and p~sical education and playground work, and two years 
experience in recreation instruction work, or 
(2) Any equivalent combination ot education and experience; 
ability to organize, instruct and conduct physical 
recreational and community activities at a playground; 
knowledge ot first aid; pleasing personality; ability 
to work with children; high moral standard; firmness; 
patience. 
CLASSIFICATION: ACCOMPANIST 
DUI'IES: 
Under immediate supervision, plays piano accompaniment at the 
playing or games and conducting ot singing groups at recreation 
centers; and does related work as required. 
Plays piano accompaniment at games and the conducting ot sing-
ing groups; assists instructor in controlling groups and attention 
to music; time and rhythm; explains music and group and choral 
arrangements; makes simple arrangements; secures appropriate music 
and assists in laying out courses ot instruction. 
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: 
Bigh school graduation and study of piano; some experienee 
in group singing; preterable knowledge ot games being instructed 
and appropriate music, ability to play piano with competence; 
ability to work with children; pleasing personality; high moral 
standards; patience. 
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VIRGINIA (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION: SWDIMIID POOL SUPERVISOR 
D17l'IES: 
Under general supervision, has charge of and is responsible 
tor the sate, clean and sanitary condition of swimming pools and 
the safety ot swimmers; and does related work as required. 
EXAMPLES: 
Enforces sanitation and satety rules at swimming pool; super-
vises and assists in collecting pool tees; makes daily reports on 
tees and attendance; administers first aid; teaches sWimming and 
.I life-saving; enforces discipline among employees and patrons of 
swimming pool; is in charge of swimming pool. 
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: 
( 1) High school graduation supplemented by special training 
or successful experience in recreational, playground or 
swimming pool work, or 
(2) Any equivalent combination ot education and experience; 
general knowledge ot pool purification methods and tests; 
supervisory ability; ability to deal with the public; 
high moral standards; pleasing personality; enthusiasm; 
alertness; strength; good hearing and eyesight; good 
physical condition. 
CLASSIFICATION: CUSTODIAN 
DUl'IES: 
Under general supervision, has charge of buildings, grounds, 
playgrounds and equipment and gives guidance and information to 
patrons and visitors; and does related work as required. 
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VIRGINIA (continued) 
EltAMPLES: 
Has custody of buildings, grounds and property; keeps playgrounds 
and buildings in clean condition; maintains order on playground; 
guides and gives information to visitors; keeps records and makes 
reports. 
IBSIRAB!Jt QUALIFICATIONS: 
Common school graduation; two years or experience in the 
cleaning and general maintenance of buildings and grounds; ability 
to keep simple records; ability to deal with the public; tact; good 
judgment; strength; neatness of work. 
CLASSIFICATION: TICKET SELLER 
DUTIES: 
Under immediate supervision, sells and collects tickets at 
swimming pools; and does related work as required. 
Sells swimming pool tickets; keeps record of swimming pool 
fees collected; turns in cash and canceled tickets to supervisor; 
keeps records and makes reports. 
DESIRABLE Q,UAUFICATIONS: 
Blgh school graduation; ability to meet the public; carefulness; 
integrity. 
:120 
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WASH!lnTON 
A l etter trom Mr. Harold A. Lang, Supervisor, State of Washington 
Personnel Board: 
"At the present ttme the only Civil Service Covering State 
positions in the State of Washington is that provided through the 
State Personnel Board which covers the Welfare, Employment Service, 
and Health Departments. There are no recreation positions in any 
Of these departments." 
lj 
W&'3T VIIDINIA 
A letter trom Mr. Frederick D. Harman, :rr., Personnel Assistant, 
state of West Virginia Merit System Council: 
"In answer to your recent inquiry, we regret that we cannot 
give you the requested information, as there are no positions in 
the field of recreation included in the classification plans of the 
agencies operating under the West Virginia Merit System." 
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WISCONSIN 
A letter trom Mr. Fred Young, Assistant to Director, State of 
Wisconsin Bureau of Personnel: 
"In the Wisconsin State Civil Service classification plan we 
have a position called recreation supervisor. 
"We have enclosed specifications tor this position." 
CLASSIFICATION: RBCREATION SUPERVISOR 
NATURE OF WORK: 
Under general direction, to promote, organize and direct the 
athletic and recreational activities at a state institution; and 
to perform related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OP' WORK: 
Coaches organized games such as football, basketball and baseball; 
organizes and promotes individual games and tournaments of tmnis, 
boxing, track, gold, billiards, cards · and horseshoes; schedules and 
directs dances; obtains films and supervises moving picture per-
formances; cooperates with musical am d~amatic groups in order to 
obtain talent tor programs; encourages patients, inmates and 
employees to participate in recreation and entertainment programs; 
directs and supervises assistants; keeps records; and makes reports. 
ESSENl'IAL KNOWLEDGES AND ABILITIES: 
Considerable knowledge ot the rules and regulations ot various 
high aDd low organized games; considerable knowledge ot modern coach-
ing techniques used in football, basketball, boxing and baseball; 
considerable knowledge ot the methods used in organizing different 
types of tournament and playing schedules; ability to stimulate and 
motivate people ot all age groupe to participate in recreational and 
athletic programs; ability to direct the actions of and maintain 
order in a large group ot people who are participating in some 
recreational activity; and ability to plan and coach many different 
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WISCONSIN (continued) 
high and low organized sports. 
DESIRABLE TRAINIOO AND EXPERIENCE: 
Graduation from a college or university ot recognized standing 
with major courses in physical education; and three years ot 
experience in recreational or physical education work. 
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WYOMING 
A letter trom Mr. o. c. Kerney, Supervisor, Wyoming Merit System: 
"Our Uerit System covers only State Health. State and County 
Welfare, and Employment Security. There are no recreation positions 
included." 
CHAPl'ER IV 
SUMMARY AND COWLUSIONS 
The Summery 
As stated in Chapter I, the purpose or this study was to determine 
which states have established classirications and qualirications 
ror leadership positions in recreation. 
After collecting data rrom rorty-six ot the torty-eight states 
the writer concludes that the status ot the individual states are 
divided into rour categories. 
These categories as stated in Chapter III are: 
1. states in which classifications and qualifications have 
been established tor leadership positions in recreation. 
2. States in which there have not been any classifications 
and qualirications established tor leadership positions 
in recreation. 
3. States in which classifications and qua11r1cations tor 
leadership positions in recreation are now in the process 
ot being established. 
4. States in which it was dirticult to determine whether or 
not there are classirications and qualir1cat1ons established 
ror leadership positions in recreation. 
The rirst category includes those states as listed in Table 4. 
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Nineteen (19) states are placed in this category. They are 
as follows: Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, 
Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Vir-
ginia, Wisconsin. 
The second category includes those states as listed in Table 5. 
Twenty-three states are placed in this category. They are as 
follows: Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, 
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, 
Texas, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wyoming. 
The third category includes those states as listed in Table 6. 
Four (4) states are placed in this category. They are as 
follows: Kansas, North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee. 
The fourth category includes those states as listed in Table 7. 
Two (2) states are placed in this category. They are as 
follows: Mississippi, South Carolina. 
The Conclusions 
The writer concludes that of the forty-eight states, nineteen 
(19) states have established classifications and qualifications tor 
leadership positions in recreation. Twenty-three (23) states have 
not established classifications and qualifications tor leadership 
positions in recreation. Four (4) states are now in the process of 
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establishing classifications and qualifications for leadership 
positions in recreation. In two (2) states it could not be deter-
mined by the writer whether or not there are classifications and 
qualifications established for leadership positions in recreation. 
The writer feels that the conclusions resulting from this 
study will give an indication of the present status of the various 
states regarding their provisions for establishing classifications 
and qualifications for leadership positions in recreation. 
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Letter sent to each State Agency which is concerned with the estab-
lishing of classifications and qualifications tor the various types 
ot positions that come under state service. 
Director: 
366 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 
J'anuary 20, 1950 
As a part of my graduate work at Boston University I am conduct-
ing a study of State classifications and qualifications for leadership 
positions in recreation. 
As it is impossible for me to visit the various states to obtain 
this information, I am writing to each State Agency requesting that 
il specimen copies of the classifications and qualifications pertaining 
to leadership positions in recreation be sent to me. 
If I cannot receive the specimen copies, any information that 
you can give me on the above mentioned will be greatly appreciated. 
I will assume any expense involved in obtaining the desired 
information. 
Very truly yours, 
Andrew J. Norton 
J3o 
